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Abstract

Hand Geometry is one of the relatively new physiological biometrics used for

verification of a human being due to its stable and unique characteristics. There are

few open literatures addressing the research issues underlying hand geometry based

identity verification. The existing hand geometry based personal verification systems

need a lot of features such as lengths, heights, and widths of different fingers, so a

little bit of displacement of hand makes it difficult to acquire data non-intrusively.

The existing systems use pegs on their platfonn. If users give pressure then it is hard

to collect accurate data. All the methods need complex image acquisition systems.

This thesis presents a new biometric approach for the person verification based on

Hand Geometry. This work attempts to improve the performance of hand geometry

based person verification by an efficient method, which is simple, fast, easy to

handle and cost effective compared with other biometric person verification

techniques. The image acquisition setup used in this work is inherently simple, since

normal scanner is used to capture the hand images and it does not employ any special

illumination nor does it use any pegs to cause any inconvenience to the users.

Four methods -Joining Point Triangle (JPT), Pentagon, Tri Triangles (TT) and

Combined Approach are proposed. For features measur~ment, three or five points in

the hand image are considered. The JPT method is based on only three points.

Pentagon, TT and Combined methods are based on five points. Absolute, Weighted

Absolute, Euclidean and Weighted Euclidean distance metrics are applied to JPT,

TT, Pentagon, and Combined Approach methods for verification. Using the features

vectors of JPT, Pentagon, TT and Combined methods, Total Success Rates (TSR) are

98.99%, 99.19%, 99.60% and 99.78%, respectively. The remarkable achievement

obtained from the proposed method is the result of verification, which is the best

among the prevailing techniques of hand geometry based systems. Since the

proposed method reqUIres very small computational time, the practical

implementation is also easily possible.

XVI
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I.I INTRODUCTION

Personal identification [1] has become important in our daily lives. Authentication

methods are used to verify the identity of a person as a means of restricting access to

sensitive areas, to gain access to a bank account, to enter a protected site, to draw

cash from an ATM, to log in to a computer, to claim welfare benefits, to cross

national borders, etc.

There are two traditional methods of identification: Secret Knowledge ("What I

know") and Personal Possession ("What I have")[ I ,2]. Secret Knowledge

(verification of identity by knowledge) - here the key question is "What I know".

Identification takes the form of (secret!) PINs and passwords, which the user has to

keep track of. The authorized has to share the secret knowledge with the

authenticator. Previously, this was the simplest method of identification for

machines. Secret knowledge is applied also where several persons have to be

authenticated in a simple way. Personal Possession (verification of identity by

possession)- here the key question is "What I have". Examples for authentication are

having a key, ID card, or pass.

Unfortunately, passports, keys, badges, tokens, and access cards can be lost,

duplicated, stolen, or forgotten; and passwords, secret codes, and PINs can easily be

forgotten, compromised, shared, or observed [1]. Above all, these traditional means

of identification only guarantee that a user is in possession of the identifying token at

the relevant moment. Whether that user is the legitimate owner cannot be verified

using conventional methods. Apart from this uncertainty, there is the inconvenience

and cost of managing an increasing number of PINs. Such loopholes or deficiencies

of conventional personal identification techniques have caused major problems to all

concemed. Robust, reliable, and foolproof personal identification solutions must be

sought to address the deficiencies of conventional techniques.

Right at the frontier of such solution is biometrics-based personal identification.

What are biometrics'! Biometrics-based personal identification attempts to answer

the questions "Who are you'!" and" Are you who you claim to be"?" Instead of

verifying knowledge or possession, biometric .systems analyze a person's

physiological or behavioral characteristics. Biometric characteristics - like hand
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geometry, voiceprints, dynamic signatures, fingerprints etc. are personal identifiers

that are intrinsically associated with the individual in question, can be reproduced

anytime, and cannot easily be lost or stolen. The more fraud in our society grows, the

more biometrics offers both a more convenient and a more reliable means of

personal identification.

1.2 SELECTION OF BIOMETRICS

Any human physiological and/or behavioral characteristic can be used as a biometric

identifier to recognize a person as long as it satisfies these requirements [3,4 J:
• lIniversality, which means that each person should have the biometric;

• distinctiveness, which indicates that any two persons should be sufficiently

different in terms of their biometric identifiers;

• permanence, which means that the biometric should be sufficiently

invariant (with respect to the matching criterion) over a period of time;

• collectability, which indicates that the biometric can be measured

quantitatively.

However, in a practical biometric system, there are a number of other issues that

should be considered, including:

• peljormance, which refers to the achievable recognition accuracy, speed,

robustness, the resource requirements to achieve the desired recognition

accuracy and speed, as well as operational or environmental factors that

affect the recognition accuracy and speed;

• acceptability, which indicates the extent to which people are willing to

accept a particular biometric identifier in their daily lives;

• circllmvelllion, which reflects how easy it is to fool the system by

fraudulent methods.

A practical biometric system should have acceptable recognition accuracy and speed

with reasonable resource requirements, harmless to the users, accepted by the

intended population, and sufficiently robust to various fraudulent methods. A

number of biometric identifiers are in use in various applications. Each biometric has

its strengths and weaknesses and the choice typically depends on the application. No
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single biometric is expected to effectively meet the requirements of all the

applications. The match between a biometric and an application is determined

depending upon the characteristics of the application and the properties of the

biometric.

When choosing a biometric for an application the following Issues have to be

addressed:

• Does the application need verification or identification? If an application

requires an identification of a subject from a large database, it needs a

scalable and relatively more distinctive biometric (e.g., fingerprint, iris, or

DNA) .

• What are the operational modes of the application? For example, whether

the application is attended (semi-automatic) or unattended (fully automatic),

whether the users are habituated (or willing to be habituated) to the given

biometrics, whether the application is covert or overt, whether subjects are

cooperative or non-cooperative, and so on.

• What is the storage requirement of the application? For example, an

application that performs the recognition at a remote server may require a

small template size.

• How stringent are the performance requirements? For example, an

application that demands very high accuracy needs a more distinctive

biometric .

• What types of biometrics are acceptable to the users? Different biometrics

are acceptable in applications deployed in different demographics depending

on the cultural, ethical, social, religious, and hygienic standards of that

society. The acceptability of a biometric in an application is often a

compromIse between the sensitivity of a community to vanous

perceptions/taboos and the value/convenience offered by biometrics- based

recognition.



Table 1.1: Comparison of Biometrics. The Data are based on the perception of the

authors. High, Medium and Low are denoted by H, M, and L, respectively [3].
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Figure I.I: Biometric Market Report (International Biometric Group) estimated the
revenue of the various biometrics in the year 2004 and showed that Hand geometry
based biometric systems was fourth with 11.0% [5].
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1.3 BACKGROUND AND PRESENT STATE OF THE PROBLEM

Biometrics technology deals with physical or biological measurements on

characteristics of an individual person [I]. Due to increase in concern over terrorism,

biometric identification is gaining more importance [6]. Automated biometrics-based

personal identification systems can be classified into two main categories:

identification (I-to-many comparison) and verification (I-to-I comparison) [1,7].

Most of the current researches in biometrics have been focused on fingerprint and

face [8,9]. The reliability of personal identification using face is currently low as the

researchers today continue to grapple with the problems of pose, lighting, orientation

and gesture [10, II]. Good frictional skin is required by fingerprint imaging systems,

and a special illumination setup is needed by iris or retina based identification

systems [7]. To uniquely identify an individual based on biometrics data, some

characteristics of biometrics data are desirable. They are highly unique to each

individual, easily obtainable, time invariant (no significant changes over a period of

time), easily obtainable, able to be acquired as non-intrusively as possible, and

distinguishable by humans without much special training [I]. It appears that none of

the biometrics mentioned has all of the desirable characteristics. Hand geometry

including palmprint [9,10,12,13] authentication is one of the relatively new

physiological biometric technologies [14]. The existing hand geometry based

personal verification systems [6,7,10,15,16] need a lot of features such as lengths,

heights, and widths of different fingers, so a little bit of displacement of hand makes

it difficult to acquire data non-intrusively. The existing systems use pegs on their

platfornl. If users give pressure then it is hard to collect accurate data. All the

methods need complex image acquisition systems. This present trend on research

concentrates on finding a better technique.
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1.4 OBJECTIVES WITH SPECIFIC AIMS AND POSSIBLE OUTCOME

The main goal of this work is to discover a new way of person verification system

based on hand geometry.

The possible outcome would be as follows:

(I) The submission of the biometric is expected to be straightforward, and proper

training can be done with few misplacements.

(2) Low-computational cost algorithm will be used, which will lead to fast

results.

(3) It will be very easy and attractive to users resulting in a nearly null user

rejection because the use of hand geometry will be more congenial for the

vast majority of users as opposed to facial scan or eye-based technologies

encountering some resistance.

(4) It will rarely be worth the effort to attempt a fake submission.

(5) The unit will work fairly well even with dirty hands.

(6) It will have low template size of 20 -30 bytes reducing the storage needs

(finger scan biometrics require 250-1000 bytes, voice scan biometrics require

1500-3000 bytes).

(7) It will be easily transmittable.

(8) It will be non-intrusively acquirable.

In short, the new proposed verification system will be simple, fast, easy to handle

and cost effective compared with other biometric person verification techniques.
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I.S ORGANIZAnON OF THIS THESIS

o Chapter I of the thesis starts with an introduction to biometric. It is

followed by background of biometrics, objectives and organization of the

thesis.

o In chapter 2, concept of biometric based person identification system,

taxonomy of biometric applications scenarios and different types of

biometric methods are discussed. Finally, an overview of biometric

systems has been presented in this chapter.

o In chapter 3, the driving philosophy of Hand Geometry based person

verification systems has been discussed. After reviewing the previous

works on hand geometry, the new features for the hand geometry based

person verification system have been proposed in this chapter.

o The detailed methodology of the proposed system has been discussed

elaborately in chapter 4.

o How the proposed system has been established is described in chapter 5

o The application of proposed system and the experimental results have

been presented and finally the justification of the proposed method has

been claimed in chapter 6.

o Finally Conclusion and Recommendation for further works are made in

chapter 7. The thesis ends with citing references and appendices.
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Description of Biometrics
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2.1 BIOMETRICS

Biometrics is the development of statistical and mathematical methods applicable to

data analysis problems in the biological sciences [17].

The term "biometrics" is derived from the Greek words bio (life) and metric (to

measure) [17]. For our use, biometrics refers to technologies for measuring and

analyzing a person's physiological or behavioral characteristics, such as fingerprints,

irises, voice patterns, facial patterns, and hand measurements, for recognition

purposes [17,18].

2.2 BlOMETRIC-HASED PERSONAL AUTHENTICATION SYSTEMS

Biometrics-based personal authentication systems can be classified into two main

categories: verification (I-to-I comparison) and identification (I-to-many

comparison) [3].

1.. A verification system authenticates a person's identity by comparing the

captured biometric characteristic with her own biometric template(s) pre-stored

in the system. It conducts one-to-one comparison to determine whether the

identity claimed by the individual is true. A verification system either rejects or

accepts the submitted claim of identity; and

2. An identification system recognizes an individual by searching the entire

template database for a match. It conducts one-to-many comparisons to

establish the identity of the individual. In an identification system, the system

establishes a subject's identity (or fails if the subject is not enrolled in the

system database) without the subject having to claim an identity.

The block diagrams of a verification system and an identification system are

depicted in Fig 2.1; user enrollment, which is common to both tasks, is also

graphically illustrated. The enrollment module is responsible for registering

individuals in the biometric system database (system DB). During the enrollment

phase, the biometric characteristic of an individual is first scanned by a biometric
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reader to produce a raw digital representation of the characteristic. A quality check is

generally performed to ensure that the acquired sample can be reliably processed by

successive stages. In order to facilitate matching, the raw digital representation is

usually further processed by a feature extractor to generate a compact but expressive

representation, called a template [2,3]. Depending on the application, the template

may be stored in the central database of the biometric system or be recorded on a

maglletic card or smart card issued to the individual. The verification task is

responsible for verifying individuals at the point of access. During the operation

phase, the user's name or PIN (Personal Identification Number) is entered through a

keyboard (or a keypad); the biometric reader captures the characteristic of the

individual to be recognized and converts it to a digital format, which is further

processed by the feature extractor to produce a compact digital representation. The

resulting representation is fed to the feature matcher, which compares it against the

template of a single user (retrieved from the system DB based on the user's PIN). In

the identification task, no PIN is provided and the system compares the

representation of the input biometric against the templates of all the users in the

system database; the output is either the identity of an enrolled user or an alert

message such as "user not identified." Because identification in large databases is

computationally expensive, classification and indexing techniques are often

deployed to limit the number of templates that have to be matched against the input.

2.3 RECOGNITION MODE

An application could operate either in a positive or a lIegative recognition mode

[3,19]:

1. In a positive recognition appljcation, the system establishes whether the person is

who he (implicitly or explicitly) claims to be. The purpose of a positive recognition

is to prevent multiple people from using the same identity. For example, if only Mr.

Mahbub is authorized to enter a certain secure area, then the system will grant access

only to him. If the system fails to match the enrolled template of Mr. Mahbub with

the input, a rejection results; otherwise, an acceptance results;
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagrams of enrollment, verification, and identification tasks

2. In a negative recognition application, the system establishes whether the

person IS who he (implicitly or explicitly) denies being. The purpose of

negative recognition IS to prevent a single person from using multiple

identities. For example, if Mr. Habib has already received welfare benefits

and now he claims that he is Mr. Mahbub and would like to receive the

welfare benefits of Mr. Mahbub (this is called "double dipping"), the system

will establish that he is not Mr. Mahbub. If the system fails to match the

input biometric of Mr. Mahbub with a database of people who have already

received benefits, an acceptance results; otherwise, a rejection results.
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Note that although the traditional methods of user authentication such as passwords,

PINs, keys, and tokens may work for positive recognition, negative reco!,'11ition can

only be established through biometrics. Furthermore, positive recognition application

can operate both in verification or identification mode, but negative recognition

applications cannot work in verification mode: in fact, the system has to search the

entire archive to prove that the given input is not already present.

2.4 TAXONOMY OF BIOMETRIC APPLICATION SCENARIOS

A biometric system can be classified according to a number of other application-

dependent characteristics. Wayman suggests that all the biometric applications may

be classified into categories based on their characteristics [3,4]:

A. Cooperative versus non-cooperative,

B. Overt versus covert,

C. Habituated versus non-habituated,

D. Attended versus non-attended,

E. Standard versus non-standard opera ting environment,

F. Public versus private, and

G. Open versus closed.

A. Cooperative versus non-cooperative

Cooperative versus non-cooperative dichotomy refers to the behavior of the impostor

in interacting with the system. For example, in a positive recognition system, it is in

the best interest of an impostor to cooperate with the system to be accepted as a valid

user. On the other hand, in a negative recognition system, it is in the best interest of

the impostor not to cooperate with the system so that she does not get recognized.

Electronic banking is an example of a cooperative application whereas an airport

application to identify terrorists who will try to break the system is an example of a

non-cooperative application.
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B. Overt versus covert

If a user is aware that he is being subjected to a biometric recognition, the

application is categorized as overt. If the user is unaware, the application is covert.

Facial recognition can be used in a covert application while fingerprint recognition

cannot be used in this mode (except for criminal identification based on latent

fingerprints). Most commercial uses of biometrics are overt, whereas government,

forensic, and surveillance applications are typically covert. Also, most verification

applications are overt whereas identification applications generally fall in the covert

category.

C. Habituated versus non-habituated

Habituated versus non-habituated use of a biometric system refers to how often the

enrolled users are subjected to biometric recognition. For example, a computer

network logon application typically has habituated users (after an initial

"habituation" period) due to their use of the system on a regular basis. However, a

driver's license application typically has non-habituated users since a driver's

license is renewed only once in several years. This is an important consideration

when designing a biometric system because the familiarity of users with the system

affects recognition accuracy.

D. Attended versns non-attended,

Attendcd versus non-attended classification refers to whether the process of

biometric data acquisition in an application is observed, guided, or supervised by a

human (e.g., a security officer). Furthermore, an application may have an attended

enrollment but non-attended recognition. For example, a banking application may

have a supervised enrollment when an ATM card is issued to a user but the

subsequent uses of the biometric system for ATM transactions will be non-attended.

Non-cooperative applications generally require attended operation.

E. Standard versus non-standard operating environment

Standard versus non-standard environments refer to whether the system is being

operated in a controlled environment (such as temperature, pressure, moisture,
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lighting conditions, etc.). Typically, indoor applications such as computer network

logon operate in a controlled environment whereas outdoor applications such as

keyless car entry or parking lot surveillance operate in a non-standard environment.

This classification is also important for the system designer as a more rugged

biometric sensor is needed for a non-standard environment. Similarly,infrared face

recognition may be preferred over visible-band face recognition for outdoor

surveillance at night.

F. Public versus private

Public or private dichotomy refers to whether the users of the system are customers

or employees of the organization deploying the biometric system. For example, a

network logon application is used by the employees and managed by the information

technology manager of the same company. Thus it is a private application. The use

of biometric data in conjunction with electronic identity cards is an example of a

public application.

G. Open versns closed

Closed versus open systems refers to whether a person's biometric template is used

for a single or multiple applications. For example, a user may use a fingerprint-based

recognition system to enter secure facilities, for computer network logon, electronic

banking, and ATM. Should all these applications use separate templates (databases)

for each application, or should they all access the same template (database)? A

closed system may be based on a proprietary template whereas an open system will

need standard data formats and compression methods to exchange and compare

infomlation between different systems (most likely developed by different

commercial vendors).

Note that the most popular commercial applications have the following attributes:

cooperative, overt, habituated, attended enrollment and non-attended recognition,

standard environment, closed, and private.
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2.5 TYPES OF BIOMETRICS

There are two types of biometrics: behavioral and physical [17,20,21]. Behavioral

biometrics is generally used for verification while physical biometrics can be used

for either identification or verification.

2.5.1. Physical Biometrics

(1) DNA - analyzing genetic makeup

(2) Fingerprint - analyzing fingertip patterns

(3) Facial Recognition - measuring facial characteristics

(4) Iris Scan - analyzing features of colored ring of the eye

(5) Retinal Scan - analyzing blood vessels in the eye

(6) Ear

(7) Facial, hand, hand vein infrared thermograms

(8) Odor

(9) Hand and finger Geometry - measuring the shape of the hand

(10) Palm print

(11) Vascular Patterns - analyzing vein patterns

(12) Bertillonage - measuring body lengths (no longer used)

2.5.2.Behavioral Biometrics

(I) Speaker Recognition - analyzing vocal behavior

(2) Signature - analyzing signature dynamics

(3) Keystroke dynamics - measuring the time spacing of typed words

(4) Gait
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2.6 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE BIOMETRICS

2.6.1 Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA)

Dcoxyribo Nucleic Acid (DNA) [3,21] is the one-dimensional ultimate unique code

for one's individuality, except for the fact that identical twins have identical DNA

patterns. It is, however, mostly used in the context of forensic applications for person

recognition. Several issues limit the utility of this biometric for other applications: i)

contamination and sensitivity: it is easy to steal a piece of DNA from an

unsuspecting subject that can be subsequently abused for an ulterior purpose; ii)

automatic real-time recognition issues: the present technology for DNA matching

requires cumbersome chemical methods (wet processes) involving an expert's skills

and is not geared for on-line non-invasive recognition; iii) privacy issues:

infornlation about susceptibilities of a person to certain diseases could be gained

from the DNA pattern and there is a concern that the unintended abuse of genetic

code information may result in discrimination, for example, in hiring practices.

2.6.2 Fingerprint

Basics: Finger printing takes an image (either USIng ink or a digital scan) of a

person's fingertips and records its characteristics. Whorls, arches, and loops are

recorded along with the patterns of ridges, furrows, and minutiae. This information

may then be processed or stored as an image or as an encoded computer algorithm to

be compared with other fingerprint records. [n the digital domain, the software maps

the minutiae points in relative placement on the finger and then searches for similar

minutiae infornlation in the database. Often an algorithm is used to encode the

infornlation into a character string that can be searched for in the database,

improving search time. In most cases no image of the fingerprint is actually created,

only a set of data that can be used for comparison. This method was meant to

alleviate the public's fear of their fingerprint being recorded or stolen, but most

people still do not understand or believe the actual method used.
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How it Works: The user presses his finger gently against a small reader surface

(optical or silicon) usually of about 2 inch square size. This reader is attached to a

computer and takes the information from the scan and sends it to the database. There

it is compared to already stored information. The user is usually required to leave his

linger on the reader for less than 5 seconds during which time the identilication or

veri fication takes place. To prevent fake lingers from being used, many systems also

measure blood flow, or check for correctly arrayed ridges at the edges of the fingers.

Figure 2.2: Finger image

History: Finger printing was first used in a fashion in 14th century China as a

method for parents to distinguish their children from those of others. Young children

would have their feet and palms stamped in ink and then onto paper to create a

record individual to the child.

The English began using fingerprints in July of 1858, when Sir William Herschel,

Chief Magistrate of the Hooghly district in Jungipoor, India, reached his limit of

frustration with the dishonesty of the local natives. On a whim, and with no thought

toward personal identification, Herschel had Rajyadhar Konai, a local businessman,

impress his hand print on the back ofa contract. In the later halfofthe 19th century,

Richard Edward Henry of Scotland yard developed a method of categorizing and

identilying marks in fingerprints. This method, an advanced version of one first

brought forward by Francis Galton in 1892, was used on an experimental basis in the

late 1890s and soon proved extremely reliable. After the failure of bertillonage in

1903, finger printing became the method of choice for police around the world.

Interestingly, another classification system was created almost concurrently in 1891

by Juan Vucetich which is still use in most spanish countries. International

organizations such as InterPol now use both the methods.

Still the biometric of choice for most law agencies, the fingerprint is undergoing a

major change for the first time in decades as scanners are beginning to rival ink
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prints in quality and affordability, Highly effective and relatively simple, the use of

fingerprints as a viable biometric seems to be here for the long run.

Use: In use in criminal investigations for over 100 years, and used as far back as the

14th century for identification purposes, fingerprint usage continues to expand every

day. Fingerprint scanning secure entry devices for building door locks and computer

network access are becoming more common. Recently a small number of banks have

begun using fingerprint readers for authorization at ATMs and grocery stores are

experimenting with a fingerprint scan checkout that automatically recognizes and

bills a registered user's credit card or debit account. The potential uses for this

biometric appear to be limited only by the willingness of people to use it.

Evaluation: The crossover accuracy of digital finger printing has been measured to

be I :500 for a single finger. Use of multiple fingers increases the accuracy

exponentially. Because of the large amount of data that can be drawn from the

fingerprints, as systems become more accurate and powerful, this accuracy should

increase even more. Given the amount of information contained in a fingerprint, it is

highly unlikely (estimated at I in 64 billion) that any two tingerprints would be

identical and therefore impossible to tell apart. Another advantage to using

fingerprint technology is the fairly small storage space required for the biometric

template, reducing the size of the database memory required. Also, it is one of the

most developed biometrics, with more history, research, and design than any other

form. The traditional use of fingerprints on criminals has given it a public stigma that

is slowly being overcome, but often over shadow sits usefulness. For those

concerned with how easy it is to fool a fingerprint reader, companies have been

quickly progressing in creating "human-sensing" devices that can differentiate

between living human fingers and even some of the best replicas. And since the

infornlation in the database is encoded with a mathematical algorithm, recreation of

a fingerprint is extremely difficult on even a limited scale with most modern

systems.
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2.6.3 Facial Recognition

Basics: Facial recognition analyzes the characteristics of a person's facial images

input through a digital video camera. It measures the overall facial structure,

including distances between eyes, nose, mouth, and jaw edges. These measurements

are retained in a database and used as a comparison when a user stands before the

camera. This biometric has been widely touted as a fantastic system for recognizing

potential threats (whether terrorist, scam artist, or known criminal) but so far has

been unproven in high-level usage. It is currently used in only verification systems

with a good deal of success.

Figure 2.3: Face Image

How it Works: User faces the camera, standing about two feet from it. The system

will locate the user's face and perform matches against the claimed identity or the

facial database. It is possible that the user may need to move and reattempt the

verification based on his facial position. The system usually comes to a decision in

less than 5 seconds. To prevent a fake face or mold from faking out the system,

many systems now require the user to smile, blink, or otherwise move in a way that

is human before verifYing.

History: The development stage for facial recognition began in the late 1980s and

commercially available systems were made available in the 1990s. While many

people first heard about facial recognition after September 11th, 200 I, Football fans

were introduced to it at the Super Bowl several months earlier.

Use: Currently gaining support as a potential tool for averting terrorist crimes, facial

recognition is already in use in many law enforcement areas. Software has also been
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developed for computer networks and automated bank tellers that use facial

recognition for user verification purposes.

Evaluation: One of the strongest positive aspects of facial recognition is that it is

non-intrusive. Verification or identification can be accomplished from two feet away

or more, and without requiring the user to wait for long periods of time or do

anything more than look at the camera. That said, this non-intrusiveness is one of its

drawbacks when it comes to public opinion. Many people have expressed concern

over the potential use of facial recognition cameras placed inconspicuously around

cities that would attempt to identify passers-by without their knowledge or consent.

However, the inherent difficulties in making a positive identification (lighting

requirements, facial position, etc.) are larger than most people realize, and seem to

make this biometric a better choice for verification systems, rather than

identification.

2.6.4 Iris Scan

Basics: Iris scans analyze the features that exist in the colored tissue surrounding the

pupil which has more than 200 points that can be used for comparison, including

rings, furrows and freckles. The scans use a regular video camera style and can be

done from further away than a retinal scan. It will work through glasses fine and in

fact has the ability to create an accurate enough measurement that it can be used for

identification purposes, and not just verification.

iI:'..,-,..'....'4

Figure 2.4: Image of iris

How it Works: The user places himself so that he can see his own eye's reflection in

the device. The user may be able to do this from up to 2 feet away or may need to be

as close as a couple of inches depending on the device. Verification time is generally
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less than 5 seconds, though the user will only need to look into the device for a

couple moments. To prevent a fake eye from being used to fool the system, these

devices may vary the light shone into the eye and watch for pupil dilation.

History: The idea of using iris patterns for personal identification was originally

proposed in 1936 by ophthalmologist Frank Burch. By the 1980's the idea had

appeared in James Bond films, but it still remained science fiction and conjecture. In

1987 two other ophthalmologists, Aran Safir and Leonard Flom, patented this idea,

and in 1989 they asked John Daugman (then teaching at Harvard University) to try to

create actual algorithms for iris recognition. These algorithms, which Daugman

patented in 1994 and are owned by Iridian Technologies, are the basis for all current

iris recognition systems and products.

Use: Law enforcement agencies in the United States began using it in 1994 when the

Lancaster County Prison in Pennsylvania became the first correctional facility to

employ the technology for prisoner identification. In Berkshire County, the

technology is used in the newly built Berkshire County Jail as a security check for

employees. The Charlotte/Douglas International Airport in North Carolina and the

Flughafen Frankfort Airport in Germany allow frequent passengers to register their

iris scans in an effort to streamline boarding procedures. There is discussion that

banks may someday make iris scans a routine part of ATM transactions, and some

have begun taking the first steps in testing out these systems. The use of iris scans as

part of the booking procedure along with fingerprints is just beginning to come into

existence. Police stations around the country have been looking into the technology

and some, including the Barnstable County jail in" Massachusetts, which put in a

system in early 2002. The power of this biometric may make it rival fingerprints for

booking situations where identification and verification are vital.

Evaluation: The uniqueness of eyes, even between the left and right eye of the same

person, makes iris scanning very powerful for identification purposes. The likelihood

of a false positive is extremely low and its relative speed and ease of use make it a

great potential biometric. The only drawbacks are the potential difficulty in getting

someone to hold their head in the right spot for the scan if they are not doing the scan

willingly. lt also takes up a bit more memory for the data to be stored, but with the

advances in technology, this is unlikely to cause any major difficulty.
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2.6.5 Retinal Scan

Basics: Retinal scanning analyses the layer of blood vessels at the back of the eye.

Scanning involves using a low-intensity light source and an optical coupler and can

read the patterns at a great level of accuracy. It does require the user to remove

glasses, place their eye close to the device, and focus on a certain point. Whether the

accuracy can outweigh the public discomfort is yet to be seen.

Figure 2.5: Image of Retina

How it Works: The user looks through a small opening in the device at a small green

light. The user must keep their head still and eye focused on the light for several

seconds during which time the device will verify his identity. This process takes

about 10 to 15 seconds total. There is no known way to replicate a retina, and a

retina from a dead person would deteriorate too fast to be useful, so no extra

precautions have been taken with retinal scans to be sure the user is a living human

being.

History: Retina scan is actually one of the oldest biometrics as 1930's research

suggested that the patterns of blood vessels on the back of the human eye were

unique to each individual. While technology has taken more time than the theory to

be usable, EyeDentify, founded in 1976, developed The Eyedentification 7.5

personal identification unit, the first retina scan device made for commercial use, in

1984. At this time, they are still the primary company for retinal scan devices though

they do use resellers.

Use: Contrary to popular public misconceptions, and reflective of what is seen in the

movies. retina scan is used almost exclusively in high-end security applications. It is
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used for controlling access to areas or rooms in military installations, power plants,

and the like that are considered high risk security areas.

Evaluation: Retina scan devices are probably the most accurate biometric available

today. The continuity of the retinal pattern throughout life and the difficulty in

fooling such a device also make it a great long-term, high-security option.

Unfortunately, the cost of the proprietary hardware as well as the inability to evolve

easily with new technology make retinal scan devices a bad fit for most situations. It

also has the stigma of consumer's thinking it is potentially harmful to the eye, and in

general not easy to use.

2.6,6 Ear

It is known that the shape of the ear and the structure of the cartilaginous tissue of

the pinna are distinctive. The features of an ear are not expected to be unique to an

individual. The ear recognition approaches are based on matching the distance of

salient points on the pinna from a landmark location on the ear. One product based

on ear recognition called Optophone Ear Shape Verifier [21] is available in USA.

Figure 2.6: Image of Ear

2,6,7 Facial, Hand, Hand Vein Infrared Thcrmograms

Facial, hand, and hand vein infrared thermograms: The pattern of heat radiated by

the human body is a characteristic of each individual body and can be captured by an

infrared camera in an unobtrusive way much like a regular (visible spectrum)

photograph. The technology could be used for covert recognition and could

distinguish between identical twins. A thermogram-based system is non-contact and
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non-invaSIve but sensing challenges in uncontrolled environments, where heat-

emanating surfaces in the vicinity of the body, such as, room heaters and vehicle

exhaust pipes, may drastically affect the image acquisition phase. A related

technology using near infrared imaging is used to scan the back of a clenched fist to

determine hand vein structure. Infrared sensors are prohibitively expensive which is

a factor inhibiting widespread use of the thermograms.

Figure 2.7: (a) Facial thermogram, (b) Hand thermogram and (c) Hand Vein

2.6.8 Odor

Odor: It is known that each object exudes an odor that is characteristic of its

chemical composition and could be used for distinguishing various objects. A whiff

of air surrounding an object is blown over an array of chemical sensors, each

sensitive to a certain group of (aromatic) compounds. A component of the odor

emitted by a human (or any animal) body is distinctive to a particular individual. It is

not clear if the invariance in the body odor could be detected despite deodorant

smells and varying chemical composition of the surrounding environment.

2.6.9 Hand and Finger Geometry

Hand geometry involves the measurement and analysis of the shape of one's hand. It

is a fairly simple procedure and is surprisingly accurate. Unlike fingerprints, the

human hand isn't unique. Individual hand features are not descriptive enough for

identification. However, it is possible to devise a method by combining various

individual features and measurements of fingers and hands for verification purposes.
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Figure 2.8: Hand Geometry

2.6.10 Palm print

Palmprint authentication is one of the relatively new physiological biometric

technologies which exploit the unique features on the human Palm print, namely

principle lines. wrinkles, ridges, datum points, etc as shown in Fig 2.9. The rich

texture information of Palm print offers the effective means in person authentication

due to its non-intrusive, user friendly, stable, low-resolution imaging and low cost

requircments. This has drawn considerable interest and attention to researchers

especially from academia.

An important issue in Palmprint recognition is to extract Palmprint features that can

discriminate an individual from the other. There are two popular approaches to

Palmprint recognition. One of the approaches is to transform Palm print images into

specific transformation domains. Among the works that appear in the literature are

eigenpalm, Gabor filters, Fourier Transform, and wavelets. Another approach is to

extract principal lines and creases from the palm [9,12,13,14,22]. However, this

method is not easy because it is sometimes difficult to extract the line structures that

can discriminate every individual well. Besides, creases and ridges of the palm are

always crossing and overlapping each other, which complicates the feature

extraction task.
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Figure 2.9: Image oCthe Palmprint

2.6.11 Vascular Patterns

Basics: Vascular patterns are best described as a picture of the veins in a person's

hand or face. The thickness and location of these veins are believed to be unique

enough to an individual to be used to verify a person's identity.

How it Works: The most common form of vascular pattern readers are hand.based,

requiring the user to place their hand on a curved reader that takes an infrared scan.

This scan creates a picture that can then be compared to a database to verify the

user's stated identity.

History: Vascular pattern technology is still fairly new and there are few published

details about it.

Use: Though minimally used at the moment, vascular pattern scanners can be found

in testing at major military installations and is being considered by some established

companies in the security industry and multi.outlet retailers. Currently it is still

building acceptance.
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Evaluation: Too new to have much data, vascular pattern technology does seem to

have a few advantages over its counterparts, including the great difficulty in

emulating another person's vein structure, and not having to worry about rain,

glasses, or external injuries. That said, effects of aging, heart attacks, and medical

problems with one's arteries on the scans has yet to be determined fully. It also

requires a large amount of space to mount the device so that the entire hand can be

scanned which may restrict its usability.

2.6.12 Speaker Recognition

Voice Recognition is a technology, which allows a user to use his/her voice as an

input signal. Voice recognition may be used to dictate text into the computer or to

give commands to the computer (such as opening application programs, pulling

down menus, or saving work).

Older voice recognition applications require each word to be separated by a distinct

space. This allows the machine to determine where one word begins and the next

stops. These kinds of voice recognition applications are still used to navigate the

computer's system, and operate applications such as web browsers or spread sheets.

Newer voice recognition applications allow a user to dictate text fluently into the

computer. These new applications can recognize speech at up to 160 words per

minute. Applications that allow continuous speech are generally designed to

recognize text and format it, rather then controlling the computer system itself.

Voice recognition uses a neural net to "learn" to recognize your voice. As you speak,

the voice recognition software remembers the way you say each word. This

customization allows voice recognition, even though everyone speaks with varying
accents and inflection.

Figure 2.10: Image of speaking mode
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Fi~ure 2.\1: Speech Se~ment

In addition to learning how you pronounce words a voice recognition also uses

grammatical context and frequency of use to predict the word you wish to input.

These powerful statistical tools allow the software to cut down the massive language

database before you even speak the next word.

While the accuracy of voice recognition has improved over the past few years some

users still experience problems with accuracy either because of the way they speak

or the nature of their voice.

Telephone banking is increasingly popular with customers, and will be increasingly

attractive to banks and other financial institutions as they start to implement highly

cost effective automated speech recognition technology to handle routine

transactions (the subject of another "financial futures" web page).

But the procedures for verifying customers over the telephone are unsatisfactory,

both in terms of customer convenience and also, increasingly, from a security point

of view.

2.6.13 Signature

The way a person signs his name is known to be a characteristic of that individual.

Although signatures require contact and effort with the writing instrument, they seem

to be acceptable in many government, legal, and commercial transactions as a

method of verification. Signatures are a behavioral biometric that change over a

pcriod of time and are influenced by physical and emotional conditions of the

signatories. Signatures of some people vary a lot: even successive impressions of

their signature are significantly different. Furthermore, professional forgers can

reproduce signatures to fool the unskilled eye.
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2.6.14 Keystroke dynamics

It is hypothesized that each person types on a keyboard in a characteristic way. This

behavioral biometric is not expected to be unique to each individual but it offers

sufficient discriminatory information to permit identity verification. Keystroke

dynamics is a behavioral biometric; for some individuals, one may expect to observe

large variations from typical typing patterns. The keystrokes of a person using a

system could be monitored unobtrusively as that person is keying in information.

2.6.15 Gait

Gait is the peculiar way one walks and is a complex spatio-temporal biometric. Gait

is not supposed to be very distinctive, but is sufficiently characteristic to allow

verification in some low-security applications. Gait is a behavioral biometric and

may not stay invariant, especially over a large period of time, due to large

fluctuations of body weight, major shift in the body weight, major injuries involving

joints or brain, or due to inebriety. Acquisition of gait is similar to acquiring facial

pictures and hence it may be an acceptable biometric. Because gait-based systems

use video sequence footage of a walking person to measure several different

movements of each articulate joint, it is computing and input intensive technique.

2.7 BIOMETRICS SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

The keyword-based list of biometric systems gIven III Table 2.1 [23] offers an

overview of the most important representatives of biometric systems currently

available in the market. In each case an indication is given of the underlying sensor

principle, verification method, reliability, acceptance, price, data record size,

necessity of a life test etc. Vendor and price details are based on the current state of
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the market, where vendor takes account of the principal players and not every

available system supplier or integrator [23]. The price is also to be regarded only as a

measure serving to differentiate different systems. With the ongoing development of

new sensor technologies - such as the silicon fingerprint sensors price relationships

can quickly be reversed. The data record size criterion likewise represents merely a

rough classification. Depending on the choice of the underlying algorithmic

principle, it can also vary considerably within the same biometric system category -

for example in the use of parameter- versus function-based approaches to dynamic

signature verification. Moreover, data compression is usually possible, so the

original data record size itself does not allow conclusions to be drawn about whether

the respective biometric is suitable for smart card use, for example.

Life test refers to the check to verify whether the biometric features in question were

in fact generated by a living organism and not by an artificial replica. In almost all

biometric systems, explicit precautions must be taken against imitations - such as

using an artificial finger in optical fingerprint systems, an image or video in face

recognition systems, or a voice recording in speaker verification systems. With some

biometric systems, this problem can be solved using algorithms (for example 3D-

imaging against photos in face recognition), whereas with others such as fingerprint

recognition systems using optical sensors, additional sensors can be used. Biometric

systems requiring a human action possess an implicit life test element, at least in

supervised or partially supervised scenarios. Over time, a remedy will be provided

here by multiple biometric systems, which, by combining techniques requiring a life

test with techniques that implicitly perform a life test, will increase security and

convenience for the end user.

The application determines the choice of biometrics, and some features can be of

advantage or disadvantage depending on the targeted application [23]. It is the

application that puts a biometrics to work or to fail, and it is the application's

requirements that must be carefully analyzed before the biometrics choice is made.
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"

Fingerprint Face Verification Analysis
Verification Verification of hand of typing

geometrv dynamics
Sensnr Various sensor principles: Cameras (digital (CeO). Cameras Keyboard
I'rincipll' optical, cap;Jcitivc, infrared, video, infrared, etc.

ultrasonic, orcssure
)Ialching Comparison ora given Comparison of Comparison of '\nalysis of
Principle tingcflJrint with a corresponding characteristic lacialtraits geometric finger or hand personal typing

reference lingcrprint using wilh tile corresponding characteristics, e.g. rhythm
image processing techniques, reference features using length, width. thickness
mostly based on minutiae image processing of fingers and skin
matching (but also comparison techniques for still or features (palm print)
of !:\rayscale images, finger moving images with corresponding
ridl!es or oores) reference measurements

Data size Small to medium data record Average data record size Small data recurd (only Medium-sizc..'t.!data
size (algorithm-<.\cpcndcnt) (algorithm-dependent) 9 bytes for pure hand record

geometry template)

Variabilit.y Di ITerences compared to the Differences in a person's Incorrect hand Typing rhythm is
reference fingerprint are due to feature records are positioning in keyboard- and
variations at the sensor-human mainly due to variations acquisition devices can emotion-dependent
interface. e.g. caused by in the user's position or lead to variable hand
dilTerences in positioning, varying li!:\hting characteristics;
ditlerences in pressure or conditions problems with hands
temporary changes in the that are too large or too
linl!emrint (cuts. abmsionst etc.) small

Aeceptancl' Possible acceptance problems as Non-invasive Possible acceptance Pennanent
a result of criminological (surveillance camera) problems due to hygiene keyboard
associations or hygiene and natural. "big considerations monitoring enables
considerations brother" surveillance surveillance

scenario can cause
acceptance problems.
especially when
integrated in a moving
image system that
automatically tracks the
verson to be identified

Reliability Extensive experience with Lighting conditions are Reliable in numerous Maximum
optical sensors in field trials and crucial lield trials. successfully attributes ofa
applications deployed in the 1996 personal rhytlm
(e.g. immigration into the US) Olympics in only with
Based on fingerprint Atlanta experienced typists
characteristics. Ihe number of with characteristic
persons distinguishable in typing habits
principle can be estimated as the
lower theoretical limit of
verification canability

Integration Related techniques have been in Natural integration in Obvious candidate for Natural application
issues usc for more than 20 years in camera-integrated integration with in computer

AFIS systems (semi-automatic scenarios (multimedia fingerprint systems (office) scenarios
identification systems based on PCs.ATMs)
inked fingerprints).

Ufe test Life test necessary to counter Life test in the fonn of Life test necessary to
deceptions using severed or three-dimensional image prevent imitations using
artificial lingers processing or evaluation artificial hands

of the reflectance
characteristics of human
skin etc. must be
employed to counteract
imitations using Imagc..'S,
artificial heads. etc.

Vendors Several vendors 3 Gennan, 4 American I vendor hand, I vendor I research
vendors two-finger. 8 vendors prototype only. 1

palm prints American vendor.
no reliability data
known

I'ricl' Ranging from cheap to Midrange price Expensive
expensive (depending on sensor
principle)
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Dynamic signature Speaker Retina scan Iris scan
verification Verification

Sensor Cheap standard CAD-type pen Microphone Infrared laser Video camera
I'rinciph.' tablets or special solutions

(tablets lor normal pens,
pressure and acceleration pens,
etc.)

:Uatching Comparison orlhe dynamic Comparison of text- Optical scanning of Comparison of ins
I'rinciple characteristics of signatures - dependem or text- blood vessels and patterns using

such as speed, pressure. independent digital comparison based on spacing
acceleration - using signal speech samples ba~ed on size. position and calculations on iris
processing/pattern recognition person's characteristic pattern codes
al,gorithms voice features

Data size Small to medium-sized data Small 10 medium-sized Small data record size Small data record
record (depending on the chosen data record (depending size
algorithmic principle) on the chosen algorithmic

orinciole)
Variability Differences in the feature Variability of original Variations possible due Very low error

records due to the nalural data causl,.'(jby natural to fatigue or rates in theory due
variability of signatures variability ofspcech, temperature to uniqueness of

possibly reinforced by ins patterns,
temporary voice
variations (e.g. due to
sickness)

Acceptancc High level of acceptance in the Serious acceptance Acceptance
literate environment problems due to health problems possible

considerations (light as method is
into eye, invasive perceived as
focusim>:) invasive

Reliability Reliable in the literate Low error rates with Image-based
environment. lower precise method. therefore
perforn1ance when less dynamic Focusing light-<Jependent
features such as crosses or
initials are used instead of
sil!naturcs

Integration Positive lield trials in (partially) Distance verilication via Some installations
issues monitored scenarios (mail and telephone or Internet is in high-sccurity

welfare in UK) possible in principle, areas in the USA,
Designated for identification in though problems with field trials in
electronic commerce or access background noise and ATMs of European
to electronic transactions line noise must be banks Complex

considered human-computer
interface
Systems still
relatively large
despite
miniaturization
achieved

Ufe tcst Natural life test is integrated Life test necessary to Li fe test to counter fake Life test to prevent
into approach, since no two prevent deception using retinas fake irises
signatures are absolutely voice recordings (e.g.
identical, signature process text-prompted)
reauires human action

Vendors Several vendors Various vendors I vendor I vendor and
I development
licensee

I'rice Cheap Cheap Exoensivc Exocnsive
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3.1 DRIVING PHILOSOPHY OF HAND GEOMETRY BASED PERSON

VERI FICA TIO!\' SYSTEM

Suitability of a particular biometric to a specific application depends upon several

factors: comport, accuracy, acceptability, availability and cost; among these factors,

the user acceptability seems to be the most si,,'I1ificant [7, 24]. For many access

control applications, like immigration, border control and dormitory meal plan

access, very distinctive biometrics, e.g., fingerprint and iris, may not be acceptable

for the sake of protecting an individual's privacy. In such situations, it is desirable

that the given biometric indicator be only distinctive enough for verification but not

for identification. As hand geometry information is not very distinctive, it is one of

the biometrics of choice in applications like those mentioned above.

Anthropologists suggest that humankind survived and evolved due to our large

brains and opposing thumbs. The versatile human hand allows us to grasp, throw,

and make tools. The physical dimensions of a human hand contain information that

is capable of authentication the identity of an individual. This information has been

popularly known as hand or palm geometry.

Hand geometry, as the name suggests, refers to the geometric structure of the hand.

General speaking, hand geometry is an easy biometric methodology to deploy, and

does usually perform well in most situations. Against this is the fact that the readers

are a little bulky and are not easy to blend seamlessly into other equipment.

Hand geometry-based authentication is also very effective for various other reasons.

Almost all of the working populations have hands. Hand geometry measurements are

easily collectible due to both the dexterity of the hand and due to a relatively simple

method of sensing which does not impose undue requirements on the imaging optics.

Note that good frictional skin is required by fingerprint imaging systems, and a

special illumination setup is needed by iris or retina-based identification systems.

Further, hand geometry is ideally suited for integration with other biometrics, in

particular, fingerprints. For instance, an identification/verification system may use

fingerprints for infrequent identification and use hand geometry for frequent

verification.
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Hand geometry provides for a good general purpose biometric, with acceptable

performance characteristics and relative ease of deployment coupled to a low

learning curve for users. It offers good flexibility in its configuration, catering for

stand-alone or networked use.

Hand geometry is considered to achieve medium security shown in Table 1.1, but

with the several advantages compared to other techniques [6,7]: (i) Medium cost or

inexpensive acquisition procedure as it only needs a platfonn and a low / medium

resolution CCO camera or scanner, (ii) it uses low computational cost algorithms,

which leads to fast results, (iii) low template size from 9 to 25 bytes which reduces

the storage needs, (iv) very easy and attractive to users: leading to a nearly null user

rejection, (v) lack of relation to police, justice, and criminal records, (vi) it will be

acquirable non-intrusively (vii) Only simple shape/geometric features are used, (viii)

robust to environmental changes, and (ix) has demonstrated excellent performance in

verification tasks

3.2 MEASURABLE FEATURES OF THE HAND

The first stage in any pattern recognition task is usually referred to as feature

extraction. Feature extraction is nothing more than a process of measurement, but

often this process can be so complicated that it constitutes the main task of the

pattern recognition. The result of the feature extraction stage is a set of numbers x

that are fed to the classification or decision stage of the recognition [25].

Feature extraction plays an important role in image identification and verification. In

the feature extraction phase, only the prominent features necessary for the

recognition process are retained such that the classification can be implemented in a

vastly reduced feature space. Feature extraction changes the data into a form that is

simpler, and easier for the system to learn the target concept, resulting in a simpler

hypothesis.

Selection of feature extraction methods is probably the single most important factor

in achieving high recognition performance in a pattern recognition system. Positive
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identification, based on hand feature extraction, is a challenging pattern recognition

problem in its own right.

There exists a wealth of information within the geometry of an individual hand.

Since each human hand is unique, finger length, width, thickness, curvatures and

relative location of these features distinguish one human being from others.

Palm is the inner surface of a hand between the wrist and the fingers. There are many

features exhibited in a palm. These features are: aspect ratio of palm; palm size and

form of the lines on the palm; the hollowness of the palm. Comparing with the palm

shape features, the relatively stable feature extracted from the hands is the print of

palm. In particular, the lines on a person's hand are unique to every individual; even

our own two hands are never quite alike. For example, there are three principal lines

caused by flexing hand and wrist, which are named as heart line, headline and life

line respectively [12]. The location and form of these principal lines in a palm are

very important physical features for identitying an individual because they vary

slowly from time to time. Due to the stability of these feature lines, they can be

regarded as reliable and stable features to distinguish a person from others. Besides,

there arc numerous attributes, which make the palm lines on a person's hand

distinguishable from the lines on another. These include: color, clarity, length,

position within the palm, continuity and variations in thickness.

[n addition to hand geometry features, the methodology of shape analysis, a

conventional method for object identification, has been extensively employed in the

field of object recognition by various researchers on different shapes. The idea

behind the chosen analysis is to consider human hand as an object of definite rigid

shape, extract its boundary and shape parameters as recognition features, often

nornlalized and invariant to various geometric change such as translation, rotation

and scale.

3.3 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS ON HAND GEOMETRY

Hand geometry-based verification systems are not new and have been available since

the early 1970s. However, there is not much open literature addressing the research
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Issues underlying hand geometry-based identity authentication; much of the

literature is in the form of patents [7] or application-oriented description. Sidlauskas

[7] discusses a 3D hand profile identification apparatus that has been used for hand

geometry recognition.

A work in defining and implementing a biometric system based on hand geometry

identification was presented [6] with the 25 initially selected features which included

finger widths, finger heights, deviations and angles between the interfinger points

and the horizontal shown in Fig 3.1 and Fig 3.2. It applied different pattern

recognition techniques in classification from Euclidean distance to neural networks.

The experimental results were given in False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False

Rejection Rate (FRR).

(al (of

Figure 3. J: Different views of the prototype designed (a) Platform and camera,
(b) Placement of the user's hand, and (c) Photograph taken.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Location of measurement points for feature extraction. (b)
Detail of the deviation measurement.
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Another work on hand geometry based person verification system [7], which used 16

hand geometric features, such as the lengths and widths of the fingers, aspect ratio of

the palm or fingers, !hi£kness of the hand, to verify a user shown in Fig 3.3. It

developed a prototype system, which used hand geometry to authenticate users to

restrict access to specific web pages.

Figure 3.3: The sixteen axes along which feature values are computed.

Cenker Oden et al in their paper [16] used sixteen and twelve geometric features

from the hand image shown in fig 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Image Acquisition Setup, (b) Acquired Images, and
(c) Geometric features used to construct the feature vector
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Nawwaf Khanna et al present a paper [25] where they used geometric features of the

Hand images. The geometrical features measured can be divided into six categories:

(I) Finger width(s):

The distance between the minima of the two phalanges on either side of a

tlnger, shown in Figure 3.5. The line connecting those two phalanges is

termed the finger base-line. They are XOX"X,X2,X2X"X,X, and X,X,.

T2
T1

T3

X6

Figure 3.5: Features of finger widths and heights

(2) Finger height(s):

The length of the line starting at the fingertip and intersecting (at right

angles) with the finger base-line, shown in Figure 3.5.

(3) Finger circumference(s):

The length of the finger contour.
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(4) Finger angle(s):

In each tinger, there are three typical points, the tip and two phalange joints,

which create a finger triangle. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the finger

triangle t;T,X,X, in the middle finger. Two angles are measured inside each

finger triangle: a tip angle LX,T,X, and a phalange angle LT,X,XJ•

To -- T4:

Xo -- X6:

Finger tips

Finger phalange joints

T2
T1

T3

X6
Xo

Figure 3.6: Features ofa tip angle LX,T,X, and a phalange angle LT,X,X, in a
finger triangle t;T,X,X,
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(5) Finger base length(s):

The length of the finger base-lines, shown In Figure 3.7. They are

X,X44,X,X"X,X4,X,X, andX,X,.

Figure 3.7: Features of finger base lengths: X,X 4" X,X, ,X,X" X,X, and XIX,

(6) Palm aspect ratio:

The ratio of the 'palm width' to the 'palm height'. Palm height is (double) the

distance between the minima X2 of the middle finger, and the midpoint of the

line connecting the outer points of the base lines of the thumb and pinkie (call

it Mp). Palm width is double the shortest distance between Mp and the right

edge of the palm image.

As shown in Figure 3.8, the procedure to get the palm aspect ratio is as

follows:
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(i) connect two phalange points Xoand X5;

(ii) get the midpoint Mp in the line X" X 5 ;

(iii) from point Mp, find the closest point P in the outer palm ridge;

(iv) divide the length x M by the length PM to get the ratio of palm height, , ,

to palm width.

X, --X,:
Xo-X,:
Me:
P:

Xo

p

Finger phalange joints
Finger phalange joints
Midpoint of XoX,
The closest point from point Mp to the palm ridge

Mp

Figure 3.8: Palm aspect ratio: Xo,X, and X, are the minima of finger phalanges;
Mp is the midpoint of the line X "x , ; point P is the shortest distance between

Mp and the right edge of the palm; the palm aspect ratio equals to the line X,M,

divided by the line PM,
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PERSON

The existing hand geometry based personal verification systems [6,7, I0, 16] need a

lot of features such as lengths, heights, and widths of different fingers. A little bit of

displacement of hand makes it impossible to acquire data non-intrusively. The

existing systems use pegs on their platform. If users give pressure then it is hard to

collect accurate data, which leads low user friendly. All the methods need complex

image acquisition systems.

This research concentrates on hand geometry based person verification using a new

feature extraction. The new proposed verification system will be simple, fast, easy to

handle and cost effective compared with other biometric person verification

techniques.

Using scanner, images of the finger geometry will be taken. In this work, at first the

size of the image file will be reduced using image-scaling operation.

After performing edge detection operation [26], five points will be marked as shown

in Fig 3.9. The coordinate values of five points are 'A' from the top point of the

little finger, 'B' from the joining point of little and ring finger, 'C' from the joining

point of ring and middle finger, 'D' from the joining point of middle and index

finger, and' E' from the top point of the index fingers. These points will be captured

and used for the feature measurement. By using the five points, Joining Point

Triangle (JPT) L'>BCD, Pentagon ACEDB, Tri-Triangle (TT) L'>ABE,L'>ACEand

L'>ADEwill be drawn. Fig 3.9 illustrates the Joining Point Triangle (JPT) L'>BCD,

Pentagon ACEDB, Tri- Triangle (TT) L'>ABE,L'>ACEand MDE.



(a) (b) (c)
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(d) (e) (I) (g)

Figure 3.9: Process of Feature Extraction (a) Original Image (b) Image after preprocess,
(c) Detected Five Point (d) Joining Point Triangle (JPT) dBCD, (e) Pentagon ACEDB,
(I) Tri-Triangle (TT) dABE,dACE and dADE, and (g) Combine of JPT, Pentagon and
TT.

There are three distance features BC, BD and CD come from JPT dBCD, five

distance features AC, CE, ED, DB, and BA come from Pentagon ACEDB, seven

distance features AE, AB, AC, AD, CE, BE, and DE come from Tri- Triangle (IT)

dABE,dACE and dADE. Finally combining three approaches we get ten distance

features AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD, CE and DE.
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4.11NTRODUCTION

Like other Biometric systems, our proposed system includes the classical pattern

recognition components - data acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction and

classification [23]. These components are used in the two primary functional

biometric system components- the enrollment and the recognition module. The

recognition module can either work in verification or in identification mode [23].

The proposed system is developed for verification mode.

Fig I illustrates the basic structure of any person verification system. Both phases

have some common components. The enrollment phase consists of image

acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction, template construction and creation of

the reference database. During the enrollment phases, two or more samples have

been taken. After features extraction, calculated mean value and standard deviation

of individual feature will be used to construct the template for each person. The

verification phase consists of image acquisition, preprocessing, feature extraction,

classification and decision. During verification, this input data is compared with the

corresponding reference data. The reference data is selected from the reference

database when the user enters their personal identification number.

4.2 IMAGE ACQUISITION

Process of acquiring the initial raw data from the respective sensing device (scanner,

camera, etc.) is called image acquisition [23]. This is the basis of all following

computations, and the quality of the raw data has a severe impact upon the

performance of the complete system. For biometrics, this implies that paying

attention to high quality data capture should enhance recognition performance. It is

known that significant error can be introduced into subsequent samples of the same

person due to noise introduced by the human-machine interface of the acquisition

device.

In the proposed system, images with 24-bit color and resolution 300dpi of the finger

geometry will be taken using a normal scanner. The hand images will be converted
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to 25 percent of the original sIze and stored in bmp file format. This image

acquisition setup is inherently simple and neither employs any special illumination

nor it uses any pegs to cause any inconvenience to users. Only the users will be

requested to place their hand on the surface of the scanner in such a manner that their

fingers touch neighbor fingers. The quality of the acquired images will be checked.

If the quality of the image is not satisfactory then the image is rejected. This is called

Failure to Enroll (FTE) [2,3]. Failure To Enroll (FTE) rate denotes the percentage of

times users are not able to enroll in the enrollment system. There is a tradeoff

between the FTE rate and the accuracy of a system. FTE errors typically occur when

the recognition system performs a quality check to ensure that only good quality

templates are stored in the database and rejects poor quality templates. As a result,

the database contains only good quality templates and the system accuracy improves.

The users will be registered into a database along with the acquired good quality

images against a personal identification number (PIN) or !D.

4.3 PREPROCESSING

Preprocessing of data serves for quality enhancement of the acquired data. A series

of steps such as mechanisms for noise removal from images or changing the data

representation to a positional invariant one may belong to this step [23].

In the proposed system, the first step in the preprocessing block is the conversion of

the color image into gray level image. After that, the background noise is eliminated

from the gray level image by using a threshold value. Then an edge detection

algorithm, based on the sobel function [26], is applied to extract the contour of the

hand. In this work, the Sobel operators are used since the Sobel operators have the

advantage of providing both a superior noise-suppression characteristics and a

smoothing effect [26].
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4.4 FEATURE EXTRACTION

Together with the matching algorithm this step forms the basis for the systems

recognition performance. The features and the respective matching algorithm must

be optimized for each other. Biometric feature extraction implies the task of

determining the personal characteristics that show the lowest intra-class and the

highest inter-class variability simultaneously to guarantee, that variations in the

original person's characteristics can be tolerated while still separating from obtrudes.

In a practical biometric system the choice of the feature set (as well as the matching

algorithm) can be further on detemlined by the application scenario and its

computational constraints.

In this work, initially the coordinate values of the seven points are detected from the

acquired and preprocessed image. Four points of them are the four top points of the

index, middle, ring and little fingers. The other three points are the three joining

points- one point is that between index and middle, the second one is between

middle and ring and the last one is between ring and little fingers. The latter three

points are detected with the help of fomler four points. The coordinate values of five

points out of seven are selected for final processing of the feature extraction. The

points are marked in Fig 4.2. The final five points- 'A' from the top point of the little

finger, '13' from the joining point of little and ring fingers, 'C' from the joining point

of ring and middle fingers, '0' from the joining point of middle and index fingers,

and 'E' from the top point of the index finger are used for the feature measurement.

Using these five points, features for hand geometry verification are extracted. At

first, possible distances are considered. There are ten possible distances using the

five points. The distances are AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD, CE and DE. If the

number of features is less, the verification time will also be less. So, the next attempt

was to reduce the number of features provided the accuracy of verification is not

compromised.
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the Person Verification System
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Three distinct triangles can be formed using the five points. They are ~ABE, ~ACE

and ~ADE. They are defined as Tri-Triangle (TT). There are distinct seven sides -

AE, AB, AC, AD, CE, BE, and DE of the three triangles. In this case, we can

consider only seven features instead often features in the combined case.

Considering on the periphery joining the five points a pentagon is formed namely

ACEDB. The five sides- AC, CE, ED, DB, and BA of the pentagon may be

considered as the features in that case.

Considering only the joining points a triangular shape is found. The triangle is

~BCD. The triangle is defined as Joining Point Triangle (JPT). Only three distances

BC, CD and DB are the features in that case.

So, there are four different sets of features for verification. In the proposed work, we

have examined all the four sets and relevant results have been compared.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (I)

Figure 4.2: Process of Feature Extraction (a) Image after preprocess,
(b) Detected Five Point (c) Joining Point Triangle (JPT) ABCD,
(d) Pentagon ACEDB, (e) Tri-Triangle (IT) AABE,AACE and AADE,
and (I) Combine of JPT, Pentagon and IT.
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4.5 TEMPLATE CONSTRUCTION

A template comprises the extracted unique features of the biometric data [2]. In this

work, the template will be generated from three snapshot of each person. At first we

calculate distinct distances for individual snapshot. Four distance metrics [7] are

used for verification. Two of them need only mean values and others need both mean

values and standard deviations of individual distances. Thus mean values and

standard deviations of individual distances are calculated. The mean values and

standard deviations will be used to construct the template for each person. That

means,

Template F = {(d
"
Sd,), (d" Sd, ), , (d

"
Sd,)}

where di for average value of individual distance

Sd, for standard deviation and

i = 3,5,7 and 10 for JPT, Pentagon, TT and Combined approach, respectively.

4.6 TECHNIQUES APPLIED FOR VERIFICATION

The techniques applied for verification consists of the sequence of matching and

decision. Matching is the process of calculating a similarity or dissimilarity between

current feature representation of the biometrics data of a user and the respective

reference data set. The matching process must compensate the statistical variability

introduced into the biometrics signals during the acquisition process. Using

statistical models of the data distributions the decision on the match can finally be

performed.

This process involves matching a given hand of a person previously enrolled in the

system. Two snapshots of the hand are taken and the "average" template is

computed. The given template is then compared with the template stored in the

database associated with the claimed identity.
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Let us suppose F = (/"1,, ,/,,) represent the d-dimensional template in the

database associated with the claimed identity and Y = (YI'Y, , ,Y,,) be the

template of the hand whose identity has to be verified. The sizes of the feature vector

dimension are 3, 5, 7 and 10 for 1PT, Pentagon, TT and Combined approach

respectively. By using four distance metrics (in equation. 4.1-4.4), the distance

between claimed and template data is calculated. The verification is positive if the

distance between F and Y is less than a threshold value.

"IIYI - III
(=1

< E"

< EWll

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

< Gwe (4.4)

where a/ is the feature variance of the jth feature and t" twa, te , and twe are

threshold values for each respective distance metric.
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4.7 METHOD OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED

SYSTEM

For the matching, the response of a matching or classification module in a hand

geometry recognition system is typically a lIIatching scores or distance [3]. The

lIIatching score quantifies the similarity between the input and the template stored in

the database. On the other hand, the lIIatching distance quantifies the dissimilarity

between the input and the template. In this work, four distance metrics are used to

verify the claimed and reference data, so outcome of the matching module is a

distance between claimed and template data. The system decision is regulated by a

threshold t: pairs of hand features data generating distance lower than or equal to t

are inferred as lIIatching pairs (i.e., belonging to the same hand); pairs of hand

features data generating distance higher than t are inferred as non-lIIatching pairs

(i.e., belonging to different hands) [3].

Biometric system performance depends on the accuracy of the system. When the

error rate of a system is minimum, then the performance of the system is high. A

typical biometric verification system encounters two types of errors [3,27]: False

Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR). The FAR is the frequency

that a non-authorized person is accepted as authorized. Because a false acceptance

can often lead to damages, FAR is generally a security relevant measure. The FRR is

the frequency that an authorized person is rejected for access. FRR is generally

thought of as a comfort criteria, because a false rejection is most of all annoying.

These two types of errors are also denoted as False Match Rate (FMR) and False

Non-Match Rate (FNMR). The use of False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False

Rejection Rate (FRR) is more popular and largely used in the commercial

environment [3].

There is a strict tradeoff between FMR or FAR and FNMR or FRR in every

biometric system. Both FAR and FRR are functions of the system threshold t, and

therefore, refer them as FAR (t) and FRR (I) respectively. If t is increased to make

the system more tolerant with respect to input variations and noise, then FAR (t)

increases and vice versa (shown in Fig 4.3 (a)). If t is decreased to make the system

more secure, then FRR (I) increases (shown in Fig 4.3(b)). A system designer may
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not know in advance the particular application for which the system may be used (or

a single system may be designed for a wide variety of applications). So it is

advisable to report system performance at all operating points (threshold, t) [3].

Threshold, t

(a)
Threshold, t

(b)

Figure 4.3: When the value of threshold, t increases then (a) FAR increases (b)
FRR rate decreases

By calculating the two standard error rates False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False

Rejection Rate (FRR), analysis of the result is performed. FAR and FRR [14,22] are

defined, respectively, as

FAR = Number of accepted imposter claims x 100% (4.5)
Total number of imposter accesses

FRR = Number of rejected genuine claims x 100% (4.6)
Total number of genuine accesses

In order to get the best performance it is essential to select the correct value for

threshold t. The system threshold value is obtained based on the Equal Error Rate

(EER) criteria where FAR=FRR [14,22]. Equal-Error Rate (EER) denotes the error

rate at the threshold t for which False Acceptance Rate and False Rejection Rate are

identical: FAR (I) = FRR (I) (shown in Fig 4.4). This is based on the rational that

both rates must be as low as possible for the biometric system to work effectively. In

practice, since the matching distance distributions are not continuous (due to the
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finite number of matched pairs and the quantization of the output scores), an exact

EER point might not exist. In this case, instead of a single value, an interval should

be reported [3].

FRR

EER

Threshold, t

Figure 4.4: Equal Error Rate (EER) from FAR and FRR graph

Finally performance measurement is obtained from FAR and FRR which is called

Total Success Rate (TSR) [14,22]. It represents the verification rate of the system

and is calculated as follow:

TSR=(I- FAR+FRR JXIOO% --------(4.7)
Total number of accesses

If one wants to compare different biometric systems, it is problematic that value

"similarities" or, inversely, "distances" are defined very differently, and therefore

threshold values often have incomparable meanings. This difficulty is avoided by

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) [2], in which the similarity threshold

parameter is eliminated and Hit Ratio (I-FRR) is seen as a function of FAR. Let us

define the hit rate to be the percentage of time the system matches a hand to the right

entry in the database, and the false acceptance rate to be the percentage of time the
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system matches a hand to an incorrect entry in the database for a given threshold.

The ROC that plots the hit rate against the false acceptance rate (FAR) is then

computed using the leave-one-out method shown in Fig 4.5.

FAR

Figure 4.5: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to develop the proposed system, both hardware and software tools are

required. The hardware device is simply a scanner. The UMAX ASTRA 4400

scanner is used to acquire hand images. The software tools are -Microsoft Visual

Basic 6.0 for front-end application, Microsoft Access 2000 for backend database

support, MS Paint for scaling operation and MS Excel 2000 for data sheets or

experimental results analysis.

5.2 IMAGE ACQUISITION SETUP

The UMAX ASTRA 4400 scanner was used to acquire the hand images. The users

were requested to place their hand in correct position on the surface of the scanner

and their fingers touch neighbor fingers but not overlap.

Three hand images have been taken for each person with 24-bit color and resolution

300 dpi. After scanning, the hand image is converted to 25 percent of the original

size and the image is stored in bmp file format. After taking the images their quality

is checked. If the quality of the image is below the mark then the image is rejected.

As a result, the database contains only good quality templates and the system

accuracy Improves.

5.3 MANIPULATING PIXEL VALUES

Before starting the preprocessing of image for feature extraction, we have to know

how we can get the pixel values of the pixels of any image and how we can display

an image using its pixel values. Processing with the gray-level of one image is called

point processing [26].

In Visual Basic, there are two methods for manipulating pixels - pse! and point.

Pse! turns on pixels and point reads their values. The detailed of the two methods is

described in Appendix A.
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5.3.1 Steps for Manipulating Image

The manipulation of image is meant for extracting pixel value and pixel position of

each pixel of the image. The image manipulation consists of four steps. They are:

I. An image is loaded in a foml or picture box by using loadPicture function.

2. By using poillt method pixel values of the pixels of an image are obtained.

3. The red, green and blue values for the pixel values are separated.

4. After necessary operations, the new pixel values are putted 111 appropriate

positions in a form or in a picture box by usingpset method and RGB function.

5.4 PREPROCESSING

The first step in the preprocessing is to convert the color image into gray level

image. Then, by using a threshold value [26] the background noise from the gray

level image is eliminated. Then an edge detection algorithm, based on the sobel

function, is applied to extract the contour of the hand.

5.4.1 Converting Color Image to Gray Level Image

A color image consists of a coordinate matrix and three channels of color.

Coordinate matrix contains (x. y) coordinate values of the image. The color channels

are labeled as Red, Green and Blue [26]. If the red, green and blue color value of any

image is equal, then it turns to gray level image [26]. The value is the average of red,

green and blue values. Fig 5.1 illustrates the original color image and its respective

gray level image.
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(a) Before (b) After

Figure 5.1: (a) Original Image (b) Convertro Image in Gray Seale

5.4.2 Background-Noise Elimination

Image with background noise, due to the irregularities in the image scanning and

capturing, should be processed for good performance of the system. Threshold

technique is used for background noise elimination.

In the gray-level histogram corresponds to an image, composed of light objects on a

dark background, in such a way that object and background pixels have gray levels

grouped into two dominant modes. One obvious way to extract the objects from the

background is to select a threshold T that separates these modes. Then, any point (x,

y) for which the gray level of point (x, y), j{x, y) > T is called an object point;

otherwise, the point is called a background point. This is called single thresholding

[26].

Thresholding may be viewed as an operation that involves tests against a function T

of the form

T = T[x,y,p(x,y),f(x,y»)

where j(x,y)is the gray level of point (x,y), and p(x,y)denotes some local

property of this point - for example, the average gray level of a neighborhood

centered on (x,y).



A threshold image g(x, y) is defined as

g(."y) = {~
if j(x,y) > T

if j(x,y) ~ T
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Thus pixels labeled 1 (or any other convenient intensity level) correspond to objects,

whereas pixels labeled 0 correspond to the background.

In this application, single threshold method is applied to elimil,ate background noise.

Here the gray level value of brightness threshold, T is 60. Any point (x,y) is

converted into deep black if the gray level values of at least five neighbors are less

than T.

Fig 5.2 illustrates the Images with background noise and after noise elimination.

a) Before b) Aller

Figure 5.2: (a) Image with background-noise (b) Image after background
noise elimination

5.4.3 Edge Detection

An edge is the boundary between two regions with relatively distinct gray-level

properties [26]. From the direct gray-level values of the pixel, it is difficult to obtain

the boundary. It becomes distinct when the gray level values are replayed by the
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which is much simpler to implement.

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5.3)

[ 2 ,]"2\7/= mag(\7f) ~ G, + Gy

It is well known from vector analysis that the gradient vector points in the direction

of maximum rate of change off at (x, y). In edge de.tection an important quantity is

the magnitude of this vector, generally referred to simply as the gradient and denoted

\7/where

This quantity equals the maximum rate of increase off(x, y) per unit distance in the

direction of \71".Common practice [26] is to approximate the gradient by absolute

values:

gradient of the image [26]. The h'fadient of an image j{x, y) at location (x, y) is the

vector [26]

Computation of the gradient of an image is based on obtaining the partial derivatives

a/ / ax and 8f / 8y at every pixel location. Derivatives may be implemented in digital

form in several ways. In the proposed method, the Sobel operators are used since the

Sobel operators have the advantage of providing both a superior noise-suppression

characteristics and a smoothing effect [26].

In Sobel operator method, a mask is used to compute Gx at the center point of a 3 x 3

image region. Whereas, a similar mask is used to compute Gy. These masks are

often referred to as Sobel operators. Figure 5.3 shows a h'lid of 3 x 3 image and its

associated Gx and Gy operators.
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Figure 5.3: (a) 3 x 3 image region; (b) mask used to compute G, at center
point of the 3 x 3 region; (c) mask used to compute G, at that point. These
masks are often referred to as the Sobel operators.
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From Fig 5.3, derivatives based on the Sobel operator masks are

Gx ~ (Z7 + 2z8 + Z9) - (z] + 2z2 + Z3) (5.5)
and

where the z's are the gray-level values of the pixels overlapped by the masks at any

location in an image.

By using Equation 5.5 and 5.6, compute two components Gx and Gy of the gradient

at the location of the center. Final gradient value of point (x, y) formed from the sum

of these two components, utilizes Equation (5.3). To get the next value, the masks

are moved to the next pixel location and the procedure is repeated. Thus, after the

procedure has been completed for all possible locations, the result is a gradient

image of the same size as the original image.

An example of Edge Detection is given in the following figure 5.4:



a) Before b) After
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Figure 5.4: (a) Gray Image (b) Converted Image after performing Edge
Detection operation

5.5 FEATURE EXTRACTION

5.5.1 Five Point Detection

In this work, initially the coordinate values of the seven points are detected from the

acquired and preprocessed image. Four points of them are the four top points of the

index, middle, ring and little fingers. The other three points are the three joining

points- one point is that between index and middle, the second one is between

middle and ring and the last one is between ring and little fingers. The coordinate

values of five points '2', '3', '5','6' and '7' out of seven are selected for final

processing of the feature extraction. The points are marked in Fig 5.5. Finally The

coordinate values of the points '6', '5', '3', '2' and '7' are considered as points 'A'.
'B', 'C'. 'D', and 'E' respectively.
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Figure 5.5: The Traver.;ing Procedure for Five Point Detection

The detailed of the five points detection are described below:

(1) Top point of Middle Finger (I'oint '1')

In order to detect the point 'I', the top point of the Middle finger, the image is

scanned from starting coordinate towards its width. After finishing the first row,

again start from the second row show in Fig 5.6 (a). Since from the observation,

the gray level values of the edge pixels are more than 100, the gray level value

100 is taken as a standard for edge pixels. Let us suppose P(i,j) is a pixel point

in the image. Now we check the status of the P whether it is the top point of the

Middle Finger or not. To decide the status of the P, we have to consider some
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neighbors such as Q(i -I,i) R(i + I,i) S(i,i + I) T(i,i + 3) and U(i,i + 4)

shown in Fig 5.6 (b). At first check the gray level value of P, if the value is

greater than or equal to 100 then check either the gray level values of points S

and R greater than or equal to 100 or the gray level values of points T and U

greater than or equal to 70. If the above conditions satisfied then check whether

the gray level values of the point P is greater than or equal to Q, if yes then the

point P is decided as the Top point. The coordinate value of the point P is saved.



T(i,j + 3)

P(i,j)

R(i + I,j)
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Figure 5.6: Detection of the Top point of the Middle Finger. (a) Scanning Order,
(b) Necessary Points for gray level checking
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(2) ,Joining point of Middle and Index Fingers (point '2')

In order to determine the point '2', the joining point of Middle and Index fingers,

we have to traverse toward the right side from the point '1' based on the best

next point. For this purpose, we use a method, which is similar to plane-sweep

algorithm [28]. Let us suppose P(i, j) is the current point of the image. Now

from P(i,j)we have to go to its next best position. In order to select the next

best point, we compare the gray level values of its neighbor pixels shown in Fig

5.7. At first the gray level value of P(i,j) is compared with the (i,j -I), if the

value of (i,j-I) is less than P(i,j)then again compared with (i+I,j-I). In

this way the gray level value of P(i, j) is compared with the gray level values of

(i + I, j), (i + I, j + I), and (i, j + I) points accordingly one after another. In the

mean time if the gray level value of any point among them is greater than or

equal to P(i, j) then the point is selected as the next best point to traverse from

point P(i,j). If the above conditions are not satisfied then the gray level values

of points (i -I,j + I), (i -I,j), and (i -I,j -I) are compared with the Point

P(i, j) accordingly one after another to make decision about arriving at the

joining point.

P (i, j)

. (i,j-I)

•••• • • •
~(i+l,j-l)

~
~(i+l,j)

••• (i+l,j+l)••• •
(i,j+t)

Figure 5,7: Point P (i, j) and its Neighbor
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(3) Joining Point of Middle and Ring Fingers (Point '3')

In order to determine the point '3', the joining point of Middle and Ring fingers,

we have to traverse toward the left side from the point' I' based on the best next

point. Let us suppose P(i,j) is the current point of the image. Now from P(i,j)

we have to go to its next best position. In order to select the next best point, we

compare the gray level values of its neighbor pixels shown in Fig 5.7. At first the

gray level value of P(i,j) is compared with the gray level value of (i,j -I), if

the gray level value of (i,j -I) is less than P(i,j) then again compared with

(i - l,j -I). In this way the gray level value of P(i,j) is compared with the ),,'fay

level values of(i -I,j), (i -I,j + I), and (i,j + I) points accordingly one after

another. In the mean time if the gray level value of any point among them is

greater than or equal to P(i,j) then the point is selected as the next best point to

traverse from point P(i,j). If the above conditions are not satisfied then the

gray level values of points (i + l,j + I), (i + I,jl. and (i + I,j -1) are compared

with the Point P(i,j) accordingly one after another to make decision about

arriving at the joining point.

(4) Top Point of the Ring Finger (Point '4')

In order to detect the point '4', the top point of the Ring finger, the image is

scanned trom starting coordinate towards its width until the x-coordinate value of

the current point is less than the x-coordinate value of the Point '3'. After

finishing the first row, again start from the second row show in Fig 5.8. Other

procedures are like the procedure of determining the Top point of the Middle

linger.
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--------~ Width

Figure 5.8: Detection ofthe Top point of the Ring Finger

(5) Joining point of Ring and Little Fingers (Point 5)

In order to determine the point '5', the joining point of Ring and Little fingers,

we have to traverse toward the left side from the point '4' based on the best next

point. This is the same procedure like the procedure to determine the Joining

Point of Middle and Ring Fingers.

(6) Top Point of the Little Finger (Point '6')

In order to detect the point '6', the top point of the Little finger, scanning the

image from the starting coordinate towards its width, until the x-coordinate value

of the current point is less than the x-coordinate value of the Point '5'. After

finishing the first row, again start from the second row show in Fig 5.9. Other

procedures are like the procedure of determining the Top point of the Middle

finger.
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Figure 5.9: Detection of the Top point ofthe Little Finger

(7) Top Point of the Index finger (Point '7')

In order to detect the point '7', the top point of the Index finger, the image is

scanning from the right side to left side. The starting y -coordinate value of the

starting point is less than the y-coordinate value of the Top point of the Middle

finger and scanning is continue along x-axis until the x-coordinate value of the

current point is greater than the x-coordinate value of the Point '2'. After

finishing the first row, again start from the second row show in Fig 5.10. Other

procedures are like the procedures of determining the Top point of the Middle

finger.
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Figure 5.10: Detection of the Top point of the Index Finger

Width

5.5.2 Feature Measurements

After detecting the point 'A', 'B', 'C', 'D', and 'E' the distance vectors are
calculated as per the procedure outlined in chapter 4.
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6.1 DATABASES AND ENROLLMENT

Since we have proposed a new method of hand geometry based verification system

there is no standard data bank on which we can verify Our method. So, the first task

was to create a database of hand photograph. We have collected 3 photographs for

each of 150 people. The cross-section of people chooses was from different age, sex,

profession and having different living style. This was important because these are the

factors on which hand geometry may vary. A total of 6 months was spent in order to

include the variation over time. Although the time chosen was not sufficient in order

to include the aging effect, the limitation of the allowed time span of this work

prohibited us to wait for a longer time. The acceptability of the people towards the

method of capturing the hand image was remarkable. Nobody showed reluctant in
exposing hislher hands for data capture.

In order to store the feature values, a database with two tables has been created using

Microsoft Access. One of the tables is used to store raw sample data of the hand

images and anothcr is used to store the template data.

One of the tasks to be studied for the enrollment process is the number of features

vectors that form the user's template. It is obvious that the bigger the number of

samples used, the better the template calculated will be created. But if the number of

photograph is large enough, it could lead to rejection from the users. Therefore, two

samples for the enrollment set is considered sufficient.

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN VERlFICA nON

Joining Point Triangle (JPT), Pentagon, Tri- Triangle (n') and Combined Approach

methods are used to person verification. Four Distance metrics- Absolute, Euclidean,

Weighted Absolute, and Weighted Euclidean, are applied on different methods.

Alier applying distance metrics on different methods the Hit Ratio, False Rejection

Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR) on different threshold values are

calculated. FRR is calculated based on 30 genuine trials and FAR is calculated based
on 300 imposter trails.
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For all methods, it has been shown that if the threshold value is increased then Hit

Ratio and FAR are increased and FRR is decreased. Hit Ratio and FAR are plotted

against Threshold. Again, FRR and FAR are plotted against Threshold, t from where

we detemlined the point of Equal Error Rate (EER). Hit Ratio is plotted against

FAR, which is called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. ROC curve is

threshold independent curve. The values of FAR and FRR on the EER point are used

to calculate the Total Success Rate (TSR). The value of TSR reflects the
perfomlance of a biometric system.

6.3 JOINING POINT TRIANGLE (JPT) BASEDVERIFICA nON

Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute, and Weighted Euclidean Distance metrics

are applied to Joining Point Triangle (JPT) based verification method. The

dimension of the feature vector is 3. The FAR, FRR, Hit Ratio and respective

threshold shown in Appendix-B. FRR is calculated based on 30 genuine trials and
FAR is calculated based on 300 imposter trials.

Fig 6.1 (a), Fig G.I(b), Fig G.I(c) and Fig G.I (d) are obtained from Joining Point

Triangle (JPT) based method after applying Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute
and Weighted Euclidean Distance Metrics.

In Fig G.I (a), Hit Ratio is plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then Hit Ratio increases. When Threshold value is 7 then obtained Hit
Ratio is 96.G7% for Absolute distance metric.

In Fig G.I(b), FAR is plotted against threshold, t. If the value of threshold IS

increased then FAR will be increased.

In Fig G.I (c), FAR and FRR are plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then FAR increases and FRR decreases. Equal Error Rate (ERR) is
determined from this figure.

In Fig G.l(d), Hit Ratio is plotted against FAR. If the FAR is increased then also Hit

Ratio increases. This Curve is called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
where Hit Ratio is considered as a function of FAR.
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6.3.1 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of a biometric system, we consider the

threshold value at EER point or at least where the summation of FAR and FRR is
minimum [10].

Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 7.5 then (after the data set analysis) 10 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user is rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 3.3% and 0%

respectively. By using Equation 4.7, Total Success Rate (TSR) is 98.99%.

Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 4.5 then (after the data set analysis) 7 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and one genuine user is rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 2.33% and 3.33%

respectively. Here TSR is 98.28%.

Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 19 then (after the data set analysis) 59 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 6 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 19.67% and 20%

respectively. TSR is 87.98%.

Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 19 then (after the data set analysis) 43 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 6 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 14.33% and 20%

respectively. TSR is 89.60%.
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6.4 PENTAGON BASED VERIFICATION

Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted Euclidean Distance metrics

are applied to Pentagon based verification method. The dimension of the feature

vector is 5. The FAR, FRR, Hit Ratio and respective threshold shown in Appendix-

B. FRR is calculated based on 30 genuine trials and FAR is calculated based on 300
imposter trials.

Fig 6.2(a), Fig 6.2(b), Fig 6.2(c) and Fig 6.2(d) are obtained from Pentagon based

method after applying Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute, and Weighted
Euclidean Distance Metrics.

In Fig 6.2(a), Hit Ratio is plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then Hit Ratio increases. When Threshold value is II then obtained Hit

Ratio is 96.67% for Absolute Distance Metric.

In Fig 6.2(b), FAR is plotted against threshold, t. If the value of threshold IS

increased then FAR will be increased.

In Fig 6.2(c), FAR and FRR are plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then FAR increases and FRR decreases. Equal Error Rate (ERR) is
detemlined from this figure.

In Fig 6.2(d), Hit Ratio is plotted against FAR. If the FAR is increased then Hit

Ratio increases. This curve is called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

6.4. I Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of a biometric system, we consider the

threshold value at EER point or at least where the summation of FAR and FRR is
minimum.

Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is II then (after the data set analysis) 10 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and one genuine user is rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 3.33% and 3.33%
respectively. TSR is 97.98%.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Hit Ratio is plotted against Threshold, (b) FAR is plotted against
Threshold, (c) FAR and FRR are plotted against Threshold, and (d) ROC curves _
where Four Distance Metrics are applied to Pentagon based method
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Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 6 then (after the data set analysis) 8 imposters are accepted

as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user is rejected out of 30

genuine USers. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 2.67% and 0%

respectively. TSR is 99.19%.

Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 25 then (after the data set analysis) 62 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 6 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 20.67% and 20%

respectively. Here TSR is 87.68%.

Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 15 then (after the data set analysis) 67 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 6 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine USers. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 22.33% and 20%

respectively. Here TSR is 87.17%.

6.5 TRI-TRIANGLE (TT) BASED VERIFICATION

Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted Euclidean Distance metrics

are applied to Tri- Triangle (TT) based verification method. The dimension of the

feature vector is 7. The FAR, FRR, Hit Ratio and respective threshold shown in

Appendix-B. FRR is calculated based on 30 genuine trials and FAR is calculated

based on 300 imposter trials.

Fig 6.3(a), Fig 6.3(b), Fig 6.3(c) and Fig 6.3(d) are obtained from Tri-Triangle (TT)

based method after applying Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted

Euclidean Distance Metrics.

[n Fig 6.3(a), Hit Ratio is plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then Hit Ratio increases. When Threshold value is 13 then obtained Hit

Ratio is 93.33% for Absolute distance metric.

---------------
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In Fig 6.3(b), FAR is plotted against threshold, t. If the value of threshold is

increased then FAR will be increased.

In Fig 6.3(c), FAR and FRR are plotted against threshold, t. If the threshold value is

increased then FAR increases and FRR decreases. Equal Error Rate (ERR) is

determined from this figure.

In Fig 6.3( d), Hit Ratio is plotted against FAR. If the Hit Ratio is increased then also

FAR increases. This curve is called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

6.5.1 Performance Evaluation

Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 14 then (after the data set analysis) 9 imposters are accepted

as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user is rejected out of 30

genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 3% and 0% respectively.

TSR is 99.09%.

Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 6.5 then (after the data set analysis) 4 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user is rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 1.33% and 0%

respectively. Here TSR is 99.60%.

Weighted Absolnte Distance Metric

When threshold value is 35 then (after the data set analysis) 46 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 4 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 15.33% and 13.33%

respectively. Here TSR is 91.32%.

Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 21 then (after the data set analysis) 59 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 5 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 19.67% and 16.67%

respectively. Here TSR is 88.99%.

_______ ,J
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Figure 6.3: (a) Hit Ratio is plotted against Threshold, (b) FAR is plotted against
Threshold, (c) FAR and FRR are plotted against Threshold, and (d) ROC curves ~~where
Four Distance Metrics are applied to IT based method.
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6.6 COMBINED APPROACH BASED VERIFICATION

Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted Euclidean Distance metrics

are applied to Combined Approach based verification. The dimension of the feature

vector is 10.

The FAR, FRR, Hit Ratio and respective threshold shown in Appendix-B. FRR is

calculated based on 30 genuine trials and FAR is calculated based on 300 imposter

trials.

Fig 6.4(a), Fig 6.4(b), Fig 6.4(c) and Fig 6.4(d) are obtained from Combined

Approach after applying Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted

Euclidean Distance Metrics.

In Fig 6.4(a), Hit Ratio is plotted against threshold, 1. If the threshold value is

increased then Hit Ratio increases. When Threshold value is 20 then obtained Hit

Ratio is 100% for Absolute Distance metric.

In Fig 6.4(b), FAR is plotted against threshold, 1. If the value of threshold IS

increased then FAR increased.

In Fig 6.4(c), FAR and FRR are plotted against threshold, 1. If the threshold value is

increased then FAR increases and FRR decreases. Equal Error Rate (ERR) is

detemlined from this figure.

In Fig 6.4(d), Hit Ratio is plotted against FAR. If the Hit Ratio is increased then also

FAR increases. This curve is called Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

6.6. I Performance Evaluation

Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 20 then (after the data set analysis) 3 imposters are accepted

as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user rejected out of 30

genuine users. At this threshold value, the FAR and FRR are minimum. FAR and

FRR are 1% and 0% respectively. Here TSR is 99.70%.
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Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 7.5 then (after the data set analysis) 2 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and no genuine user is rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, the FAR and FRR are minimum. FAR

and FRR are 0.67% and 0% respectively. Here TSR is 99.78%.

Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

When threshold value is 60 then (after the data set analysis) 45 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and four genuine users are rejected

out of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, the summation of FAR and FRR are

minimum. FAR and FRR are 15% and 13.33% respectively. Here TSR is 91.41%.

Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

When threshold value is 30 then (after the data set analysis) 47 imposters are

accepted as a genuine out of 300 imposter trials and 4 genuine users are rejected out

of 30 genuine users. At this threshold value, FAR and FRR are 15.67% and 13.33%

respectively. Here TSR is 91.21%.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Hit Ratio is plotted against Threshold, (b) FAR is plotted against Threshold,
(c) FAR and FRR are plotted against Threshold, and (d) ROC curves - where Four
Distance Metrics are applied to Combined Approach.
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6.7 DISCUSSION

In this section, relative comparison is made based on the outcomes of ]PT, Pentagon,

TT and Combined methods shown Table I. The relative comparison is made based

on Total Success Rate (TSR). Three or five points were used for features

measurement. The ]PT method is based on only three points and 98.99% TSR

obtained from this method. Pentagon, IT, and Combined methods are based on five

points. The maximum TSR come from Pentagon method is 99. I 9% after applying

Euclidean distance metric. From IT method 99.07% and 99.60% TSR are obtained

after applying Absolute and Euclidean distance metrics respectively. The best result

is 99.78% TSR obtained from Combined Approach after applying Euclidean

Distance Metric. Finally, the best results of the proposed methods are compared with

the results published in literature where hand geometry based biometric verification

systems are developed using other methods shown in Table 2. It is observed that the

performance of the proposed system is the best among all existing systems. The

maximum classification success of the existing systems is 97% [6,15]. On the other

hand, the proposed system offered 99.78%.
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Table 6.1: Classification successes are compared among the four distance metrics based on

different proposed methods

Total
Name of the Feature Vecte Name of the Distance Decision FAR FRR Success

Method Dimension Metrics Threshold % % Rate (TSR)

%
Absolute 7.5 3.3 0 98.99%Joining Point
Euclidean 4.5 2.33 3.33 98.28%

Triangle 3
Weighted Absolute 19 19.67 20 87.98%(JPT)
Weighted Euclidean 11 14.33 20 89.60%

Absolute I I 3.33 3.33 97.98%

Euclidean 6 267 0 99.19%
Pentagon 5

Weighted Absolute 25 20.67 20 87.68%
Weighted Euclidean 15 22.33 20 87.17%

Absolute 14 3 0 99.07%
Tri-Triangle Euclidean 6.5 1.33 0 99.60%7

(TT) Weighted Absolute 35 15.33 13.33 91.32%
Weighted Euclidean 21 19.67 16.67 88.99%

Absolute 20 I 0 99.70%
Combined Euclidean 7.5 0.67 0 99.78%10
Approach Weighted Absolute ,,0 15 13.33 91.41%

Weighted Euclidean 30 15.67 13.33 91.21%

Table 6.2: The results of the proposed method are compared with results published in
literature

Classification Success Rate (%)

Applied Previous
Techniques Works

Proposed System

Absolute Distance Metric 94.99% [7] 99.70%

Euclidean Distance Metric 86% [6] 99.78%
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7.1 COl'iCLUSION

A work in defining and implementing a biometric system based on hand geometry

identification was presented [6] with the 25 selected features, which included finger

widths, finger heights, deviations and angles between the inter-finger points and the

horizontal. It applied different pattern recognition techniques in classification from

Euclidean distance to neural networks. The maximum Total Success Rate (TSR) is

97%.

Another work on hand geometry based person verification system [7], which used 14

hand geometric features, such as the lengths and widths of the fingers, aspect ratio of

the palm or fingers, thickness of the hand, to verify a user. It achieved 94.99% TSR.

Cenker aden et al in their paper [15] used sixteen and twelve geometric features

from the hand image. TSR are 97% and 89% for 12 and 16 features respectively.

The existing hand geometry based personal verification systems [6,7,10,16] need a

lot of features such as lengths, heights, and widths of differen~ fingers, so a little bit

of displacement of hand makes it difficult to acquire data non-intrusively. The

existing systems use pegs on their platforn1. If users give pressure then it is hard to

collect accurate data. All the methods need complex image acquisition systems.

The main emphasis of the proposed method was the new features selection for the

hand geometry based person verification system. Three or five points were used for

features measurement. The Joining Point Triangle (JPT) method is based on only

three points. Pentagon, Tri-Triangle (TT), and Combined methods are based on five

points. Finally, four methods- JPT, Pentagon, TT and Combined Approach were

proposed in this work. For different methods Hit Ratio, FAR and FRR were

calculated after applying Absolute, Euclidean, Weighted Absolute and Weighted

Euclidean distance metrics. The Total Success Rate (TSR) of different methods were

calculated from FAR and FRR. Moreover, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

curves were analyzed for different methods.

Two different types of comparisons were made and presented in Table 6.1 and Table

6.2. In the first comparison, classification successes are compared among the four

distance metrics based on our different proposed methods. In the second, the results

of the proposed methods are compared with results published in literature where
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hand geometry based biometric verification systems were developed using other

methods. It is observed that the maximum classification success of the existing

systems is 97% [6,16]. On the other hand, the proposed system offered 99.78%.

The most important point in the proposed method is that the method is user-

convenient. No peg is used to guide the fingers of a hand. Rather a person may place

his finger in any orientation. The only restriction is that the fingers are to be attached

to each other. Moreover, the computational burden for verification is very small. The

remarkable achievement obtained from the proposed method is the result of

verification, which is the best among the prevailing techniques of hand geometry

based systems.

Finally, lPT method with Absolute distance metric is recommended to use if it is

expected that the computational time and template size will be minimum. If it is

expected that the TSR will be the best with little bit relax in computational time and

template size then Combined Approach method with Euclidean distance metric is

strongly recommended to use.

7.2 FUTURE WORKS

Further works related to the present research can be carried out. A few area of the

further research is outlined below.

(i) The complexity of designing a biometric system is based on three main

factors - accuracy, scale or size of the database and usability. From the

overall discussion, the usability and accuracy of our proposed method is

more than other existing biometric methods. Moreover accuracy and

scalability of proposed system should be investigated. So, further work

should be applied to increase the database size in order to study if the

results obtained can be generalized.

(ii) Some biometrics data e.g., face, voice, Palmprint, hand geometry etc. are

changed with aging. Since our proposed method is one of them,
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investigation should be carried out to see the variation of hand geometry

data with respect to time.

(iii) Every biometrics technology has its own strength and weakness. People

may accidentally loss their fingers, eyes, hands etc. So we have to make

alternative systems for any lose of biometric data. That leads to the

consideration of hybrid biometrics system, which can help us to

overcome the problem arises in such situation. Hybrid biometrics system

with combining other biometric methods e.g., fingerprint or Palm print

etc. can be implemented. Furthermore, if we design a hybrid biometrics

with fingerprint, then an identification / verification system may use

fingerprints for infrequent identification and use hand geometry for

frequent verification.

(iv) Since our proposed method IS simple, fast, easy to handle and cost

effective compare with other biometric person verification techniques, the

Return Of Investment (ROI) will be better. A cost effective embedded

system based on this proposed efficient method' can be developed in

future.
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Appendix A

SOME VISUAL BASIC METHODS, FUNCTIONS AND CODE SEGMENTS

A.I RGB color function in Visual Basic

Purpose

The RGB function provides a means of defining the color of an object onscreen. Each value

in an RGB function expression represents the amount of red, green and blue contained in the

displayed color. The following table 5.1 lists some common colors with the corresponding

red. green and blue arguments.

General syntax

RGB(red%, green%. blue%)

Description

The RGB function returns the hexadecimal value of the combination of three-color values.

Each of the numbers in an RGB function is between 0 and 255. Thus, there are 256 x 256 x

256 possible color combinations, or a total of 16,777,216 possible distinct colors. The

argument to the RGBO function is a long integer. with 1 byte each allocated to the red, green

and blue colors. This means that each base can assume a value between 0 and 255.

Table A.I: Value of common colors in RGB format

Color Red Value Green Value Blue Value

Black 0 0 0

Red 255 0 0

Green 0 255 0

Yellow 0 255 255

Blue 0 0 255

Magenta 255 0 255

Cyan 0 255 255

White 255 255 255

Light Gray 192 192 192

Dark Gray 128 128 128
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A.2 Point Method

Purpose

The point method returns the RGB hexadecimal value of the color of a specified point on a

form or picture box. This method only works at runtime. The following table lists the

arguments of the Point method.

General Syntax

[form.] Point(x', y!)

[foml.] [Name.] Point(x!, y!)

Table A.2: Arguments of the Point Method

Argument Description

Form Name property of the form

Name
Name of the picture box; if not given, it defaults to the current

form

x! Horizontal coordinate of the point on the object

y! Vertical coordinate of the point on the object

Description

The point method returns a long integer in which the three-color components (in RGB) are

stored. A long integer is made up of four bytes, three of which store the values of the RGB

components and one that stores zero. The most significant byte is zero followed by the blue,

green and red components respectively.

For example, the long integer that corresponds to the RGB triplet (64, 32, 192) is 12591168.

This number bears no similarity to the original numbers. If we represent the color

components with their hexadecimal values, the RGB triplet is (40, 20, CO). If we place these

numbers next to one another, the result is the hexadecimal format of the long number. If we

get the hexadecimal representation of the number 12591168 (with the hexO function), the

value is C02040. The last two digits correspond to the red component, the next two digits

correspond to the green component and the two significant hexadecimal digits correspond to

the blue value. Thus, making a bit wise AND operation, we can easIly get the red, green and

blue color value of any pixel.
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A.3 Pset Method

Purpose

The pset method sets the color of a point on a form, picture box, or Printer object. The

DrawWidth property of the form, picture box, or Printer object determines the size of this

point. This method only works at runtime. The following table lists the arguments of the Pset

method.

General Sysntax

[form.] Pset [step] (xl, y!) [, color&]

[form!] Name.Pset [step] (x!, y!) [ , color&]

Printer. Pset [step] (x!, y!) [ , color&]

Table A.3: Arguments of the Pset Method

Argument Description

Form Name property of the form

Name Name of the picture box

Printer 'Printer' for Printer object

Step
The coordinates values x and y measure relative distance from the current

coordinates on the object

x!, y!
Horizontal and Vertical distance from the upper-left comer of the object or the

current coordinates

color& Hexadecimal value representing the created point's color

Description

The pset method places a point of color (RGB hexadecimal format) on a specified point of a

form, picture box, or printer object. If there is no specified object. the point of color appears

on the current form. This method requires both the x and y coordinates in a single precision.



A.4 Code: Manipulate Image
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Dim red(500, 500), green(500, 500), blue(500, 500) As Integer

Sub GelDataO

Dim pointRGB As Long

picwidth = Forml.Picturel.ScaleWidth - I

picHeight = Forml.Picturel.ScaleHeight - I

For m ~ 0 To picwidth

For n ~ 0 To picHeight

pointRGB ~ FormI.PictureI.Point(m, n)

red(m, n) ~ pointRGB Mod 256

green(m, n) = «pointRGB And &HFFOOFFOO) / 256&)

blue(m, n) = (pointRGB And &HFFOOOO) / (256& * 256&)
Next n

Nextm

End Sub

A.S Code For Color Image To Gray Level Image Conversion

Private Sub cmdColor_to_GraLClickO

Can GetOata

'** calling GetData function**

Dim i, j As Integer

For i ~ 0 To Picturel.ScaleWidth - 1

For j ~0 To Picturel.ScaleHeight - I

red(i, j) = (red(i, j) + green(i, j) + blue(i, j))/ 3
green(i, j) ~ red(i, j)

blue(i, j) = red(i, j)
Picture I.PSet (i, j), RGB(red(i, j), green(i, j), blue( i, j»

Next

DoEvents

Next

End Sub



A.6 Code For Background Noise Elimination

Private Sub cmdNoise_ClickO

Call GelData '•• calling GelData function ••

For a ~ 2 To Picturel.ScaleWidth - 1

For b ~ 2 To Picture I.ScaleHeight - I

CheckBlack = 0

Ifred(a - I, b - I) <~60 Then

CheckBlack ~ CheckBlack + I

End If

Ifred(a, b- I) <= 60 Then

CheckBlack ~ CheckBlack + 1

End If

Ifred(a + 1, b - I) <~60 Then

CheckBlack ~ CheckBlack + I

End If

Ifred(a + I, b) <= 60 Then

CheckBlack = CheckBlack + 1

End If

Ifred(a + I, b + 1) <= 60 Then

CheckBlack = CheckBlack + I

End If

Ifred(a, b + I) <~60 Then

CheckBlack = CheckBlack + I

End If

Ifred(a - I, b + I) <~60 Then

CheckBlack = CheckBlack + I

End If

Ifred(a - I, b) <~60 Then

CheckBlack = CheckBlack + I

End If

If CheckBlack >= 5 Then

red(a, b) = 0

green(a, b) ~ 0
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End Sub

blue(a, b) = 0
End If

Picturel.PSet (a, b), RGB(red(a, b), green(a, b), blue(a, b))

Next b

Next a
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A.7 Code For Edge Detection (Thick) Using Sobel Operator

Call OetData

Dim i, j As Integer

For i ~ I To Pieture!'SeaIeWidth - 2

For j ~ 1 To Pieture!.SealeHeight - 2

r ~ Abs(red(i - I,j + I) + 2' red(i,j + I) + red(i

+ I,j + I) - red(i - I,j - I) - 2' red(i,j-

I) - red(i + I,j - I)) + Abs(red(i + I,j - I) +

2' red(i + I,j) + red(i + I,j + I) - red(i - l,j - I) - 2' red(i - I,j)-

red(i - I,j +1))

g ~ Abs(green(i - I,j + I) + 2' green(i,j + I) +

green(i + I,j + I) - green(i - I,j - I) - 2'

green(i,j -I)-green(i+ I,j -1))+

Abs(green( i + I, j - I) + 2 • green(i + I, j) +

green(i + I,j + I) - green(i - I,j - I) - 2'

green(i - I,j) - green(i - l,j + I»

b = Abs(blue(i - I,j + I) + 2' blue(i,j + I) +

blue(i + I,j + I) - blue(i - I,j - I) - 2'

blue(i,j - I) - blue(i + I,j - I» + Abs(blue(i

+ I,j - I) + 2' blue(i + I,j) + blue(i + I,j

+ I) - blue(i - I, j - I) - 2 • blue(i - I, j)-

blue(i - I,j + I))

[fr > 255 Then r = 255

If g > 255 Then g = 255

Ifb > 255 Then b ~ 255

Pieture!.PSet (i, j), ROB(r, g, b)

Next

DoEvents

Next



APPENDIXB
TABLES OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

B.I JOINING POINT TRIANGLE (JPT) METHOD
B.l.l Absolute Distance Metric

Table 8.1: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Absolute
Distance Metric for Joining Point Triangle (JPT) Annroach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Ratc)%

0 6.67 0.0 9333
0.5 13.33 0.0 8667
I 20 0.0 80
1.5 26.67 00 73.33
2 40 0.0 60
25 50 0.0 50
3 56.67 0.0 43.33
3.5 63.33 0.3 36.67
4 66.67 1.0 33.33
4.5 70 1.3 30
5 83.33 1.3 16.67
5.5 83.33 1.7 16.67
6 86.67 2.0 13.33
6.5 96.67 2.7 3.33
7 96.67 30 3.33
7.5 100 3.3 0
8 100 4.3 0
10 100 10.33 0
14 100 20 0
15 100 22.33 0
16 100 24.67 0
18 100 29 0
20 100 32 0
25 100 46.33 0
30 100 54.67 0
35 100 63 0
40 100 70 0
45 100 74.33 0
50 100 77.67 0
55 100 80 0
60 100 83.33 0
65 100 85 0
70 100 86.33 0
75 100 87 0
80 100 87 0
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B.1.2 Euclidean Distance Metric

Table 8.2: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Euclidean
Distance Metric for Joining Point Trianl!le (JPT) Annroach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

0 6.67 0 93.33
0.5 13.33 0 86.67
1 23.33 0 76.67
1.5 40 0 60
2 53.33 0 46.67
25 66.67 0.33 33.33
3 70 0.67 30
35 83.33 0.67 16.67
4 90 1.33 10
4.5 96.67 2.33 3.33
5 96.67 3.33 3.33
55 100 4 0
6 100 5.67 0
6.5 100 767 0
7 100 9 0
7.5 100 9.67 0
8 100 12.67 0
85 100 14 0
9 100 16.67 0
9.5 100 1833 0
10 100 19.67 0
14 100 36.33 0
15 100 39.33 0
16 100 43 0
18 100 49.67 0
20 100 57 0
25 100 65.67 0
30 100 74 0
35 100 79.33 0
40 100 83.67 0
45 100 85.67 0
50 100 87 0
55 100 87.33 0
60 100 8967 0
65 100 90.33 0
70 100 90.67 0
75 100 91.33 0
80 100 91.33 0
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B.1.3 Weighted Ahsolute Distance Metric

Table 8.3: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted Absolute Distance
Metric for Joining Point Triangle (JPT) Approach

FAR (False Acceptance FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Rate) or FMR (False Match or

Threshold Hit Ratio% Rate)% FNMR (False non Match Rate)%
0 6.67 0 93.33
0.5 13.33 0 86.67
I 23.33 0 76.67
1.5 30 0 70
2 30 0 70
2.5 36.67 0 63.33
3 40 0 60
3.5 46.67 0 53.33
4 50 I 50
4.5 60 1.67 40
5 60 2 40
5.5 60 2 40
6 60 2 40
6.5 60 2.33 40
7 60 2.67 40
7.5 60 4.33 40
8 63.33 4.67 36.67
8.5 66.67 5.33 33.33
9 66.67 6.33 33.33
9.5 66.67 7.33 33.33
10 66.67 7.67 33.33
10j 66.67 8 33.33
II 66.67 8 33.33
I 1.5 70 8.67 30
12 70 9 30
13 73.33 12.33 26.67
14 76.67 14 23.33
15 76.67 15.33 23.33
16 80 16 20
17 80 16.33 20
18 80 17.33 20
19 80 19.67 20
20 83.33 21 16.67
21 86.67 21.67 13.33
22 90 24.67 10
23 93.33 27 6.67
24 93.33 28 6.67
25 96.67 29.67 3.33
26 96.67 30.67 3.33
27 96.67 32.33 3.33
28 96.67 34 3.33
29 96.67 34.67 3.33
30 96.67 36.33 3.33
31 96.67 37 3.33
32 96.67 38.33 3.33
33 96.67 38.67 3.33
35 100 40 0
36 100 41 0
37 100 41.33 0
38 100 42 0
39 100 43 0
40 100 44 0
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8.1.4 Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

Table 8.4: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted Euclidean Distance
Metric for Joining Point Triangle (JPT) Approach

FRR (False Rejection Rate)
FAR (False Acceptance Rate) or or

Threshold Hit Ratio% FMR (False Match Rate)% FNMR (False non Match Ratc)%
0 6.67 0 93.33
0.5 13.33 0 86.67
I 30 0 70
1.5 36.67 0 63.33
2 36.67 0 63.33
2.5 50 0 50
3 56.67 0.67 43.33
3.5 60 I 40
4 60 1.67 40
4.5 60 2 40
5 60 2 40
5.5 63.33 2.67 36.67
6 66.67 4 33.33
6.5 66.67 4.67 33.33
7 66.67 5.33 33.33
7.5 66.67 6 33.33
8 66.67 6.33 33.33
8.5 66.67 6.67 33.33
9 66.67 7.33 33.33
9.5 66.67 9 33.33
10 66.67 10.33 33.33
10.5 76.67 11.33 23.33
II 80 14..13 20
11.5 80 15 20
12 80 16.67 20
13 80 18..13 20
14 80 20..13 20
15 83.33 23 16.67
16 83.33 26 16.67
17 83.33 27.67 16.67
18 83.33 29.33 16.67
19 83.33 31 16.67
20 83.33 33 16.67
21 96.67 35 3.33
22 96.67 36.33 3.33
23 100 38 0
24 100 39.33 0
25 100 39.67 0
26 100 40.33 0
27 100 41 0
28 100 42.33 0
29 100 43 0
30 100 43 0
31 100 44.67 0
32 100 47 0
33 100 48.33 0
35 100 49.67 0
36 100 50.67 0
37 100 51 0
38 100 51.33 0
39 100 52 0
40 100 52.33 0



B.2 PENTAGON BASED CLASSIFICATION
B.2.1 Absolute Distance Metric
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Table 8.5: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Absolute Distance Metric for
Pental!on based Approach

Hit FAR (False Acceptancc Rate) FRR (False Rejection Ratc) or
Threshold Ratio% or FMR (False Match Ratc)% FNMR (False non Match Rate)%

I a a 100
2 10 0 90
4 33.33 a 66.67
5 43.33 a 56.67
6 60 0.67 40
8 73.33 0.67 2667
9 86.67 1.33 13.33
10 9333 2.33 6.67
II 96.67 3.33 3.33

11.5 100 4 a
12 100 4 a
14 lOa 5.67 a
15 lOa 7.33 a
16 lOa 9.33 a
18 100 13.33 a
20 100 16 0
25 100 28 a
30 100 42.33 a
35 lOa 51.33 0
40 100 58 a
45 lOa 63.33 a
50 100 69 a
55 100 74 0
60 100 79 0
65 100 82.67 0
70 lOa 85.67 0
75 100 87 0
80 100 87.67 a



B.2.2 Euclidean Distance Metric

Table B.6: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Euclidean
Distance Metric for Pentagon based Approach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Ratc)% Rate)%

0 0 0 100
0.5 0 0 100
I 10 0 90
1.5 10 0 90
2 23.33 0 76.67
2.5 40 0 60
3 50 067 50
3.5 66.67 0.67 33.33
4 73.33 067 26.67
4.5 83.33 067 16.67
5 90 1 10
5.5 96.67 2 3.33
6 100 2.67 0
6.5 100 3.33 0
7 100 4 0
7.5 100 4 0
8 100 6 0
8.5 100 8 0
9 100 9.67 0
9.5 100 12.33 0
10 100 13.67 0
14 100 30.67 0
15 100 37 0
16 100 40.33 0
18 100 49.33 0
20 100 5433 0
25 100 65 0
30 100 73.33 0
35 100 81.67 0
40 100 85.67 0
45 100 87.33 0
50 100 87.67 0
55 100 90.33 0
60 100 91.33 0
65 100 91.33 0
70 100 91.33 0
75 100 91.33 0
80 100 91.33 0
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B.2.3 Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

Table B.7: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted Absolute Distance
Metric for Pentagon based Approach
FAR (False Acceptance FRR (False Rejection Rate)

Rate) or FMR (False Match or
Threshold Hit Ratio% Rate)% FNMR (False non Match Ratc)%

0 0 0 100
0.5 0 0 100
1 0 0 100
1.5 3.33 0 96.67
2 10 0 90
2.5 13.33 0 86.67
3 23.33 0 76.67
3.5 30 0 70
4 36.67 0 63.33
4.5 36.67 0 63.33
5 40 0 60
5.5 40 0 60
6 43.33 0 56.67
6.5 43.33 0 56.67
7 46.67 0.33 53.33
7.5 53.33 0.33 46.67
8 56.67 0.33 43.33
8.5 56.67 1 43.33
9 56.67 1 43.33
9.5 56.67 1 43.33
10 60 1 40
10.5 60 1.33 40
11 60 2 40
11.5 60 2 40
12 60 2.67 40
13 63.33 3.55 36.67
14 63.33 6.67 36.67
15 66.67 8.33 33.33
16 66.67 10 33.33
17 66.67 11.33 33.33
18 73.33 11.67 26.67
19 73.33 13 26.67
20 73.33 13.67 26.67
21 73.33 15.67 26.67
22 76.67 16.33 23.33
23 76.67 17 23.33
24 80 17.67 20
25 80 20.67 20
26 80 21.67 20
27 86.67 23.33 13.33
28 90 25.33 10
29 90 26.67 10
30 90 27.67 10
31 93.33 29 6.67
32 93.33 29.67 6.67
33 96.67 31 3.33
35 96.67 32 3.33
36 96.67 33 3.33
37 100 33.67 0
38 100 34.67 0
39 100 35.67 0
40 100 36.67 0
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8.2.4 Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

Tahle B.B: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted Euclidean Distance
Metfic for Pentagon based Approach
FAR (False Acceptance FRR (False Rejection Rate)

Rate) or FMR (False Match or
Threshold Hit Ratio% Ratc)% FNMR (False non Match Rate)%

0 0 0 100
0.5 0 0 100
1 0 0 100
1.5 23.33 0 76.67
2 30 0 70
2.5 36.67 0 63.33
3 40 0 60
3.5 50 0 50
4 53.33 0 46.67
4.5 56.67 0.67 43.33
5 56.67 1 43.33
5.5 60 1.33 40
6 60 2 40
6.5 60 2.33 40
7 60 4 40
7.5 60 5.33 40
8 60 7 40
8.5 60 7.33 40
9 60 8.33 40
9.5 60 10.33 40
10 60 11.67 40
10.5 66.67 12.33 33.33
11 73.33 14.33 26.6711.5 73.33 14.33 26.67
12 73.33 15.67 26.67
13 76.67 18.33 23.33
14 76.67 20.67 23.33
15 80 22.33 20
16 80 25.33 20
17 80 27.33 20
18 80 29 20
19 80 30 20
20 80 32.33 20
21 90 35.33 10
22 93.33 37 6.67
23 96.67 37.67 3.33
24 96.67 38 3.33
25 96.67 39.67 3.33
26 96.67 41.67 3.3327 96.67 43 3.33
28 96.67 44.33 3.33
29 96.67 44.33 3.33
30 96.67 45 3.33
31 100 46.33 0
32 100 47 0
33 100 48.67 0
35 100 51 a36 100 51.33 0
37 100 52.67 0
38 laO 53 a39 100 53 a
40 100 53 a

--------------------



B.3 Tri- Triangle (TT) based Classification
B.3.l Absolute Distance Metric

Table 8.9: Hit Ratio. FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Absolute
Distance Metric for Tri-Triangle (IT) based Approach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

2 0 0 100
4 20 0 80
6 40 0 60
8 50 0 50
9 63.33 0 36.67
10 66.67 0.333 33.33
12 93.33 1.67 6.67
13 93.33 2.33 6.67
14 100 3 0
15 100 4 0
16 100 5.33 0
18 100 12 a
20 100 18.33 0
35 100 26.67 0
40 100 30.33 0
45 100 36.33 0
50 100 41.67 0
55 100 49.67 0
60 100 51.67 0
65 100 55.67 0
70 100 5867 0
75 100 64.33 0
80 100 66.67 0
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B.3.2 Euclidean Distance Metric

Table B.l0: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Euclidean
Distance Metric for Tri.Triangle (TT) based Aooroach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

1 a a 100
1.5 6.67 a 93.33
2 1667 a 8333
2.5 26.67 a 73.33
3 43.33 a 56.67
3.5 56.67 a 43.33
4 63.33 a 36.67
4.5 70 033 30
5 83.33 033 16.67
5.5 93.33 067 6.67
6 96.67 I 3.33
6.5 100 1.33 a
7 100 233 a
7.5 100 3.33 a
8 100 367 a
8.5 100 3.67 a
9 100 5.67 a
9.5 100 8 a
10 100 8.67 a
14 100 19.33 a
15 100 24 a
16 100 27 a
18 100 30 a
20 100 37 a
25 100 49 a
30 100 56.33 a
35 100 66.33 a
40 100 72.33 a
45 100 77.67 a
50 100 82.67 a
55 100 87.33 a
60 100 89.33 a
65 100 91 a
70 100 91 a
75 100 91.33 a
80 100 91.33 a
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8.3.3 Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

Table B.I1; Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted Absolute Distance
Metric for Tri- Triangle (TT) based Approach

FAR (False Acceptance FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Rate) or FMR (False Mateb or

Threshold Hit Ratio% Ratc)% FNMR (False non Match Rate)%
2 0 0 100
2.5 0 0 100
3 6.67 0 93.33
3.5 6.67 0 93.33
4 13.33 0 86.67
4.5 20 0 80
5 23.33 0 76.67
5.5 26.67 0 73.33
6 30 0 70
6.5 30 0 70
7 30 0 70
7.5 30 0 70
8 30 0 70
8.5 33.33 0.33 66.67
9 33.33 0.33 66.67
9.5 36.67 0.33 63.33
10 36.67 0.33 63.33
10.5 43.33 0.33 56.67
11 43.33 0.33 56.67
11.5 43.33 0.33 56.67
12 43.33 0.33 56.67
13 46.33 1 53.67
14 50 1.33 50
15 53.33 2.33 46.67
16 56.67 2.33 43.33
17 56.67 2.67 43.33
18 60 3.33 40
19 60 3.67 40
20 66.67 5 33.33
21 66.67 5 33.33
22 70 6 30
23 70 6.67 30
24 73.33 8 26.67
25 73.33 9.33 26.67
26 73.33 10 26.67
27 73.33 10.67 26.67
28 73.33 11.33 26.67
29 76.67 11.67 23.33
30 76.67 12.33 23.33
31 83.33 12.33 16.67
32 83.33 13.67 16.67
33 83.33 14 16.67
35 86.67 15.33 13.33
36 86.67 15.33 13.33
37 86.67 16 13.33
38 90 16.67 10
39 90 17 10
40 90 17.33 10
45 90 20 10
50 90 23.33 10
55 90 25.33 10
60 93.33 28.67 6.67
65 96.67 30.33 3.33
70 100 33.33 0



B.3.4 Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

Table B.12: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted
Euclidean Distance Metric for Tri- Triangle (TT) based Approach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

0 0 0 100
0.5 0 0 100
1 0 0 100
1.5 6.67 0 93.33
2 16.67 0 83.33
2.5 20 0 80
3 30 0 70
3.5 30 0 70
4 30 0 70
4.5 36.67 0.33 63.33
5 40 0.33 60
5.5 43.33 0.33 56.67
6 43.33 0.67 56.67
6.5 43.33 1 56.67
7 43.33 1.33 56.67
7.5 43.33 1.67 56.67
8 43.33 2.67 56.67
8.5 43.33 2.67 56.67
9 43.33 2.67 56.67
9.5 43.33 3.67 56.67
10 43.33 5 56.67
10.5 56.67 6 43.33
11 66.67 7.33 33.33
11.5 70 8.33 30
12 70 8.67 30
13 70 10 30
14 70 11.67 30
15 73.33 13.33 26.67
16 73.33 15 26.67
17 73.33 15.67 26.67
18 73.33 16 26.67
19 73.33 17 26.67
20 73.33 18.33 26.67
21 83.33 19.67 16.67
22 83.33 20.33 16.67
23 90 21 10
24 90 21.33 10
25 90 22.33 10
26 90 23.67 10
27 90 25.33 10
28 90 25.33 10
29 90 26 10
30 90 26.67 10
31 90 27.33 10
32 90 28.33 10
33 90 30 10
35 93.33 33 6.67
36 93.33 34 6.67
37 96.67 34 3.33
38 100 34.67 0
39 100 35.67 0
40 100 36.33 0
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8.4 COMBINED APPROACH BASED CLASSIFICA nON
B.4.1 Absolute Distance Metric

Table B.13: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Absolute
Distance Metric for Combined Approach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Ratc)% Rate)%

2 0 0 100
4 3.33 0 96.67
6 23.33 0 76.67
8 30 0 70
10 43.33 0 56.67
12 53.33 0 46.67
14 73.33 0 26.67
15 73.33 0.33 26.67
16 76.67 0.67 23.33
18 93.33 0.67 6.67
20 100 I 0
25 100 2.33 0
30 100 4.33 0
35 100 8.33 0
40 100 12.67 0
45 100 18 0
50 100 21.67 0
55 100 26 0
60 100 30.67 0
65 100 34.67 0
70 100 40.67 0
75 100 42.33 0
80 100 46.33 0
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8.4.2 Euclidean Distance Metric

Table 8.14: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Euclidean
Distance Metric for Combined Approach

FAR (False
Acceptance Rate) or FRR (False Rejection Rate) or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

\ 0 0 100
1.5 3.33 0 96.67
2 \0 0 90
25 20 0 80
3 30 0 70
3.5 40 0 60
4 46.67 0 53.33
4.5 53.33 0 46.67
5 66.67 0 33.33
5.5 73.33 0 26.67
6 83.33 0 16.67
6.5 90 033 10
7 93.33 0.33 667
7.5 100 0.67 0
8 100 1.33 0
8.5 100 2 0
9 100 2 0
9.5 100 2 0
\0 100 3 0
14 100 9.33 0
15 100 II 0
\6 100 14.33 0
18 100 20 0
20 100 24.33 0
25 100 36.33 0
30 100 47 0
35 100 55 0
40 100 62 0
45 100 67 0
50 100 73 0
55 100 77.33 0
60 100 8033 0
65 100 84 0
70 100 85.67 0
75 100 87.33 0
80 100 88.67 0
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B.4.3 Weighted Absolute Distance Metric

Table 8.15: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted
Absolute Distance Metric for Combined Approach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Ratc)%

2 0 0 100
3 0 0 100
4 3.33 0 96.67
5 16.67 0 83.33
6 16.67 0 83.33
7 16.67 0 83.33
8 23.33 0 76.67
9 23.33 0 76.67
10 23.33 0 76.67
15 36.67 0 63.33
20 46.67 0 53.33
25 53.33 0.33 46.67
30 60 2.33 40
35 66.67 3 33.33
40 73.33 5.67 26.67
45 83.33 7.67 16.67
50 83.33 10.33 16.67
60 86.67 15 13.33
70 96.67 17.67 3.33
80 100 20.67 0
90 100 22 0
100 100 27.33 0
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B.4.4 Weighted Euclidean Distance Metric

Table B.16: Hit Ratio, FAR, FRR and respective Threshold of Weighted
Euclidean Distance Metric for Combined Aoofoach

FAR (False FRR (False Rejection Rate)
Acceptance Rate) or or

Hit FMR (False Match FNMR (False non Match
Threshold Ratio% Rate)% Rate)%

I 0 0 100
2 10 0 90
3 23.33 0 76.67
4 23.33 0 76.67
5 23.33 0 76.67
6 30 0 70
7 33.33 0 66.67
8 33.33 0 66.67
9 33.33 0 66.67
10 33.33 0.33 66.67
15 56.67 4 43.33
20 60 8.33 40
25 83.33 12.67 16.67
30 86.67 15.67 13.33
35 93.33 18.33 6.67
40 100 20 0
45 100 25.67 0
50 100 27.33 0
60 100 32.67 0
70 100 39.33 0
80 100 45.33 0
90 100 50.33 0
100 100 53 0
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APPENDIXC
RESULTS OF HAND GEOMETRY BASED PERSONAL VERIFICA nON

SYSTEM AT A GALANCE

Table C.!: The results of the proposed method are compared with results published
in literature where biometric verification is developed using other methods

Techniques Feature
Name of the Paper

Applied for Vector Decision Classification
Verification Dimension

Threshold Success Rate

Biometric
Euclidean i5 200 86%

identification
Distance Metric

through Hand Gaussain
Geometry Mixture 21 83 97%

Measurements [6] Models
(GMMs)

A Prototype Hand
Geometry-Based Absolute 14 55 94.99%

Verification System Distance Metric
[7]

Personal
Verification using Normalized
Palmprint and Correlation 16 0.9314 91.66%
Hand Geometry
Biometric [10]

Hand Recognition Geometric 12 Not 97%
Using Implicit Mentioned
Polynomials and

NotGeometric Features Geometric 16 89%
r 161 Mentioned

Absolute
Distance Metric 10 20 99.70%

Proposed System

Euclidean 10 7.5 99.78%
Distance Metric
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